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SUMMARY
The work presented in this thesis document reflects the results of a study carried
out to better quantify the magnitude and fate of the anthropogenic air pollutants
emitted from East Asia.
Simulations of anthropogenic sulfur compounds by a regional on-line coupled
chemistry-climate model suggest that large portions of East Asia have high SOx
concentrations, and most subregions within East Asia are net exporters of SOx
(SO2+SO
2−
4 ) (i.e. the anthropogenic S emissions from the region are greater than
the deposition to the region). Among them, China is responsible for ∼ 85% of the
total emissions, and ∼ 50 % of its total emitted SOx is exported to locations outside
its borders.
During the later winter to early spring when the continental outflow conditions
predominate, about 20% of the total emitted SOx within the investigated area has
been exported to North Pacific Ocean based on our model simulations. Those ex-
ported anthropogenic SOx from East Asia (mainly in the form of SO
2−
4 ) is likely large
enough to perturb the sulfate aerosol concentration over the North Pacific Ocean.
Our investigation by integrating numerical simulations through a regional off-line
full chemistry transport model, which is driven by the meteorological conditions cal-
culated by a regional climate model, with field measurements of both gaseous and
particulate species at a rural site adjacent to the largest industrialized area in China
suggests that CO emissions from China, especially eastern China are likely underes-
timated by ∼ 50 % in the current East Asia anthropogenic emission inventories. In
xiv
addition, a 60-90% underestimation of particulate carbonaceous emission in the in-
ventories is suggested. Further statistical diagnoses, together with the back-trajectory
analysis show that the missing CO sources are likely associated with SO2 sources that
are already accounted for in the current inventories. This in turn suggests the emission




Over the past several decades, East Asia has undergone rapid economic develop-
ment and urbanization [US CIA, 2003; United Nations, 1996], and, as a result, has
now become one of the major sources of anthropogenic air pollutants for the globe
[US DOE, 2003; IPCC SREC, 2000]. These pollutants are believed to be responsi-
ble for significant effects on air quality, climate, and other important environmental
resources and the accumulated ecological, social, and economic costs of these effects
on local, regional, and even intercontinental scales appear to be significant [China
SEPA, 2003; IPCC, 1996, 2001; World Bank, 1997]. This thesis documents research
carried out to better quantify the magnitude of the pollutant emissions from East
Asia and their fate.
Emissions of anthropogenic air pollutants are closely tied to economic develop-
ment, industrialization and urbanization. While these types of activities might be
having global-scale effects on our environment, they are, at least at the present time,
occurring on spatial scales that are more appropriately characterized as regional (i.e.,
spatial scales of 1000’s of kilometers). For example, about 75% of the world’s con-
sumption of commercial energy occurs in three regions of the northern mid-latitudes
comprising about 23% of the earth’s land surface [Chameides et al., 1994]. These
regions are: (i) Eastern North America (25-50oN, 105-60oW) ; (ii) Europe (36-70oN,
10oW-90oE); and (iii) East Asia (25-45oN, 100-146oE).
Of the three regions mentioned above, the one located in East Asia is perhaps the
most intriguing from both a scientific and policy viewpoint. This region of the globe
is undergoing rapid economic growth. Especially interesting is China, the world’s
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most populous nation, with one of the world’s most rapidly developing economies
[United Nation, 1996; US CIA, 2003]. From a scientific point-of-view, the rapid
economic growth of the region affords the opportunity to observe and study a region
and its interaction with the remote troposphere as the peoples within that region
evolve from a largely agrarian society to a modern industrially-based and urbanized
economy. Moreover, the high population densities of much of East Asia suggest that
the magnitude of the evolving anthropogenic impacts is relatively large and thus
perhaps more easily discernible and analyzed. The importance from a policy point-
of-view arises from the fact that, according to some projections, pollutant emissions
from East Asia may already or will soon eclipse those from North America and Europe
[e.g., Galloway, 1989;Galloway et al., 1994;Wolf and Hidy, 1997;van Aardenne et al.,
1999; Streets and Waldhoff, 2000a; IPCC, 2000; US DOE,, 2003]. Understanding the
future trajectory of the global environment necessitates a thorough understanding of
the magnitude and fate of these pollutants and the fraction and chemical form of the
pollutants that are transported into the remote troposphere (e.g., the North Pacific
Ocean).
1.1 Emission Inventories from East Asia
Robinson and Robbins [1970ab] were among the earliest investigators to attempt
to systematically quantify the emissions of primary air pollutants such as oxides of
sulfur (SOx = sulfur dioxide (SO2) and particulate sulfate (SO
2−
4 ) and nitrogen (NOx
= nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)) on global scales. Subsequent investi-
gators have attempted to improve these early efforts through the use of improved data
and enhanced spatial resolution [Kellogg et al., 1972; Granat et al., 1976; Varhelyi,
1985; Dignon and Hameed, 1989; Spiro, et al., 1992; Benkovitz et al., 1996]. However,
even as recently as the end of the 1980’s, these global emissions inventories were grid-
ded with relatively coarse resolution (e.g, the inventory of Dignon and Hameed [1989]
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had a resolution of 5o × 5o), and this precluded more detailed regionally-focussed
assessments.
Detailed studies aimed specifically at quantifying anthropogenic emissions from
East Asia began in early 1990’s by Japanese scientists when it was realized that air
pollutants from the region were increasing rapidly in an inhomogeneous pattern and
the existing global emission inventories did not appear to be sufficiently accurate nor
to have sufficient spatial and temporal resolution to assess the impact and fate of
those emissions [Fujita, et al., 1991; Kato and Akimoto, 1992]. By the mid-1990’s
detailed multi-species emission inventories with high spatial resolution began to be
available to the scientific community. For example, Akimoto [1994] produced an
inventory that provided the spatial distribution of SO2, NOx, and CO2 emissions
from fuel combustion and industrial activities in Asia on 1 o x 1 o grid for 1975, 1980,
and 1987. Arndt [1997] developed a more comprehensive SO2 emission inventory
with 1 degree resolution using the RAINS-ASIA model to support the study of acid
deposition of East Asia. As part of the China-MAP program [Chameides, 1995]
which aimed at investigating the impacts of rapid industrialization and urbanization
on the environmental vitality of the region, Streets [2000a, 2001c] developed a detailed
emission inventory of major air pollutants, including SO2, NOx, CO, black carbon,
non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOC) for 1990 and 1995 and predicted
their trend up to 2020.
More recently, in order to correctly reflect the spatial and temporal emission pro-
files of sources of sources that were operating during the time period of the field cam-
paign, Streets [2003] developed an emission inventory of gaseous and primary aerosols
for year 2000 for use in National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Transport and Chemical Evolution over the Pacific (TRACE-P) Mission [Jacob et al.,
2003] and the National Science Foundation (NSF)/National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) Asian Pacific Regional Aerosol Characterization Experiment
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(ACE-Asia) [Huebert et al, 2003]. It is probably the most comprehensive and certainly
the most current inventory of anthropogenic emissions from East Asia. It quantifies
emissions for 9 chemical species, SO2, NOx, CO2, CO, CH4, non-methane volatile
organic compounds (NMVOC), black carbon (BC), organic carbon (OC) and NH3,
and includes separate emission rates for all major contributing sources, including in-
dustry, residential, transportation, biomass burning, power plants, and international
ship track. Biomass burning (forest fire, savanna/grassland fire and burning of crop
residues in the field after harvest) is included since those ’open’ burnings are largely
related to human activities. The emission data are available for virtually all of East
Asia: 64 regions from 60.5oE to 157.5oE, and from 12.5oS to 53.5oN. The data are
gridded with various spatial resolutions, from 30′′ × 30′′ to 1o × 1o.
1.2 Recent and Future Trend of Anthropogenic
Emissions from East Asia
The rapid industrialization that has occurred in Asia, especially East Asia, in
recent decades has also brought about an increase in energy consumption in the
region: an increase that is significant in terms of both the magnitude of energy
consumed and its share of the total energy budget of the globe (see Table 1). Over
the past decade alone, the total energy consumed by the developing countries of Asia
has increased from 15% of the global total in 1990 to 21% in 2001 [US DOE, 2003].
In absolute terms, energy consumption over the 1990’s in East Asia increased from
52.5 to 85 quadrillion Btu, with China contributing about half; i.e., 27 quadrillion
Btu in 1990 and 39.7 quadrillion Btu in 2001.
In most developing nations, there is a typically a close coupling between economic
activity and energy consumption on the one hand and emissions of air pollutants
on the other. It is therefore not surprising that emissions from Asia are estimated
to have increased dramatically over the later portion of the 20th century. Carbon
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Table 1: Total Energy Consumption (quadrillion btu) and Carbon Dioxide Emission
(Mt C) by Developing Countries in Asia, China and Their Contribution to the Global
Budget.
Energy Consumption 1990 2000 2001 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025
Devp. Asia 52.5 80.5 85.0 92.5 110.1 130.5 151.9 174.6
(%) 15.1 20.2 21.0 21.3 22.9 24.5 26.0 27.0
China 27.0 37.0 39.7 43.2 54.4 65.5 77.6 90.8
(%) 7.8 9.3 9.8 10.0 11.3 12.3 13.3 14
World 348.4 398.9 403.9 433.3 480.6 531.7 583.0 640.1
CO2 Emission
Devp. Asia 1089 1557 1640 1749 2075 2436 2837 3263
(%) 18 24.3 25 25.3 27 28.6 30.3 31.5
China 617 780 832 888 1109 1319 1574 1844
(%) 10.5 12.1 12.8 12.9 14.4 15.5 16.8 17.8
World 5872 6417 6522 6908 7685 8512 9372 10361
Sources: International Energy Outlook, US DOE [2003].
dioxide (CO2) emissions are probably most closely tied to the generation of energy
from the burning of fossil- and bio-fuels and these emissions appear to have undergone
a substantial increase. It is estimated that CO2 from the region have increased from
1089 Mt C or 18% of the global anthropogenic total in 1990, to 1640 Mt C or 25% of
the total in 2001 (see Table 1).
In addition to CO2, the anthropogenic emissions of the more traditional air pol-
lutants from East Asia also appear to have increased substantially since the 1970’s.
For example, Table 2 summarizes the emission trends of major air pollutants from
China over the past decades as estimated by various researchers. The studies yield
qualitatively similar results and they all show significant net increases in pollutant
emissions since the 1970’s. For example, SO2 emissions from China more than dou-
bled over ∼ 20-year period from 5.5 Tg S /yr in 1975 to 13.37 Tg S/yr in 1996 [Kato
and Akimoto, 1992; Streets et al. 2000b]. Over the same period, global SO2 emissions
were ∼ 73 (Tg S/yr) in 1990 (ranging from 60-85 in different studies) [Rodhe, 1999].
Anthropogenic NOx emissions from China increased from 3.9 Tg NO2/yr (1975) to
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11.9-15.0 Tg NO2/yr (2000) [Kato and Akimoto, 1992; van Aardenne, 1999; Streets et
al., 2003], while the global anthropogenic NOx emissions were about 70-80 Tg NO2/yr
in 1980-90 [Benkovitz et al., 1996; Ehhalt, 1999; Penner et al., 1999], and ∼ 100 Tg
NO2/yr in 2000 [IPCC SRES, 2000].
There is however an indication that this trend has not been uniformly upward since
the 1970’s and that the emissions of some pollutants from China may have actually
decreased in the later half of the 1990’s. For example, a comparison of the estimates
of Streets [2003] for emissions from China in 2000 with earlier emissions estimates
for 1995 in Table 2 suggests that the emission of SO2 and BC actually decreased
by about 20% in the later half of the 1990’s, while those of CO and NOx remained
fairly flat. VOC emissions on the other hand, are estimate to have increased. It is
believed that these recent trends have come about as a result of the promulgation of
new environmental regulations in China related to the consumption and control of
emissions from the burning of coal as well as the slow down of the Chinese economy
after 1996-97 [Sinton and Fridley, 2000; Streets et al., 2001a].
Despite the estimated recent decreases in pollutant emissions from China, it seems
likely that emissions from East Asia will increase in the coming decades. Around 25%-
30% of the world’s population can be found in East Asia (but less than 10% of the
world’s land area). Given this high population density, the current state of the techno-
logical infrastructure in the region, and the expectations for future economic growth,
emission increases seem inevitable unless the nations of the region implement aggres-
sive measures to control them. As indicated in Table 1 and Figure 1, it is projected
that the next 25 years will see an almost doubling in the energy consumption and
CO2 emissions from the region. Over the same period, it is expected that emissions
of pollutants such as SO2 and NOx will also increase, although the magnitude of the
increase will depend critically on the degree to which clean technologies and emission
controls are adopted in the region. For example the sulfur oxide and nitrogen oxide
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Table 2: Estimated Anthropogenic Emissions of Air Pollutants from China since
1975.
1975 1980 1985 1986 1987 1990 1995 1996 1997 2000
SO2 - - - 20.0 - - - - - -
a
10.9 14.6 18.1 19.2 20.8 - - - - - b
- - - - 20.6 - - - - - c
- - 18.5 19.5 20.8 22.9 26.3 26.7 25.5 - d
- - - - - 23.0 25.2 - - - e
- - - - - 21.4 24.3 - - - f
- - - - - - - - - 20.8 g
NOx 3.9 5.2 6.7 7.2 7.8 - - - - -
b
- - - - - 9.0 - - - 15.0 h
- - - - - 9.5 12.0 - - - e
- - - - - 8.4 12.0 - 13.4 - i
- - - - - 7.6 10.2 - - - f
- - - - - - - - - 11.9 g
CO - - - - - 99.42 114.64 - - - e
- - - - - 89.75 - - - - j
- - - - - - - - - 117.88 g
VOC - - - - - - 14.96 - - - j
- - - - - 12.1 13.8 - - - f
- - - - - - - - - 17.94 g
BC - - - - - - 1.342 - - - k
- - - - - - - - - 1.056 g
OC - - - - - - - - - 3.39 g
Sources: a: Fujita et al., 1991; b: Kato and Akimoto, 1992; c: Ardn and
Carmichael, 1997; d: Streets et al., 2000b; e: Streets and Waldhoff, 2000a; f :
Klimont et al., 2001; g: Streets et al., 2003; h: van Aardenne et al., 1999; i: Streets
et al., 2001b; j: Tonooka et al., 2001; k: Streets et al., 2001c
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emissions from China are projected to increase to as much as 60.8 Tg SO2/yr and 35
Tg NO2/yr, respectively, in 2020 for the high economy increase projection without
emission controls [van Aardenne, 1999; Streets and Waldhoff, 2000]. According to
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Special Report of Emissions
Scenarios (SRES) [2000], East Asia will probably be the largest emitter of CO2, SO2,
and NOx, and the second largest of CO by the end of the 21st century.
1.3 Impacts of Anthropogenic Emissions
While East Asia has only just begun its economic and industrial development, the
air pollution that has resulted from this development appears to have already caused
significant adverse effects on the environment and climate on local and regional scales;
in many cases the effects are likely to be felt by economically important ecosystems
and resources [IPCC, 1996, 2001; World Bank, 1997; Chameides, 1999ab; Qian and
Giorgi, 2000; Xu, 2001; Menon et al., 2002; Kaiser and Qian, 2002; Meskhidze, 2003].
Transport of pollutants out of the region has also been well-documented and appears
to be having significant impacts on the North Pacific Ocean, North America, and
beyond [Andreae et al., 1988;Prospero and Savoie, 1989; Parrish et al., 1992; Talbot
et al., 1997; Jaffe et al., 1997, 1999, 2003; Jacob et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2003; Jaegle
et al., 2003].
1.3.1 Air quality and human health.
Among the negative consequences of the industrial development, degradation in
air quality is perhaps most evident. Air pollution has long been recognized as a
critical problem in China. According to a 1998 World Health Organization (WHO)
report on air quality in 272 cities worldwide, seven of the world’s ten most polluted
cities are in China. Based on an evaluation by the Chinese government, two-thirds of
the 343 cities and counties monitored in China are polluted and two-thirds of these
are moderately to severely polluted [China SEPA, 2003]. Ambient concentration of
8










































Figure 1: Current and projected trend of anthropogenic emissions from East Asia
[IPCC Spatial Report of Emissions Scenarios (SRES), 2000]. The A2 scenario
projects a very heterogeneous world and preserves local identities. It results in the
highest global population, while attempting to predict upper limits on future an-
thropogenic emissions. The B2 scenario predicts an intermediate level of economic
development and focuses on local to regional sustainability.
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Table 3: Ambient Air Quality Standards of China and United States, as well as
Recommendations by World Health Organization (WHO).
Species China EPAa 1 China EPAa 2 US EPAb WHOc
CO 5240∗ 3500∗ 9000@ 8730@
O3 100
+ 80+ 80@ 50-60@
SO2 35 21 30 14-21
NO2 42 21 53 80
∗
PM 10 150 100 50 70∗
TSPd 300 200 150-230
Units: CO, O3, SO2, and NOy : ppb; PM2.5 and PM10: µg/m
3
Sources: a: China State Environmental Administration (SEPA) Ambient Air Quality
Standard, where ’1’ for the industrial areas and heavy traffic areas, ’2’ is for the
rural areas and residential urban areas, http://www.zhb.gov.cn (in Chinese).
b: US Environmental Protection Agent (EPA) National Ambient Air Quality Stan-
dards (NAAQS). http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html
c: World Health Organization (WHO) Air Quality Guidelines.
http://www.who.int/inf-fs/en/fact187.html
d: Total suspended particulates




total suspended particulate (TSP) and sulfur dioxide (SO2) in China are among the
world’s highest: most of the cities and counties in China monitored for TSP (with a
national average of 289 µg/m3) far exceed the WHO guideline (60−90 µg/m3) and
some cities can be as high as 10 times, while half of the cities monitored for SO2 are
above WHO guideline [China SEPA, 2003, World Bank, 1997]. Due to the severity
of air pollution in China, the regulatory standard for ambient air quality of PM 10
promulgated by the China State Environmental Protection Administration (SEPA)
is two-three times higher than that of the United States Environmental Protection
Agent (EPA) and WHO [China SEPA, US EPA, WHO] (Table 3).
Air pollution is thought to be one of the significant risk factors for respiratory dis-
eases, such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), lung cancer, pulmonary
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heart disease, and bronchitis, and these diseases are the leading causes of death in
China [US State Department, 2004; World Resources 1998-1999]. The World Bank
[1997] estimated in the 1990’s that approximately 178,000 deaths in China, (7% of all
deaths in urban areas), and 346,000 hospitalizations related to respiratory problems
could have been prevented each year if the air quality of China had met its second
class (or moderate) ambient air pollutant standards.
Similar to that observed in developed countries [NRC, 1991], the air pollution
problems in China are not only limited to the urban areas. Since late 1970, the number
of vehicles in China has been growing at an annual rate of nearly 13%. If the number
of various vehicles in 1978 is used as the unit, ’1’, the total passenger automobiles were
3.1 in 1990 and 33 in 2000, while total motorcycles were 33.4 in 1990, 299.3 in 2000,
343.7 in 2001. The increased emission of NOx and other ozone precursors caused by
large expansion of vehicles usage appears to be a significant factor in the accumulation
of high concentrations of ground-level ozone in rural areas in China [Chameides et
al., 1999a; Luo et al., 2000]. The high rates of coal consumption in China appears to
be causing highly acidic precipitiation in large parts of southern China, i.e. 30% of
China’s land area [Galloway et al., 1987; Wang and Wang, 1995; Hao and Liu, 1997;
Streets et al., 1999]. Severe regional haze and smog are often observed from central
to east China [Chameides et al, 1999b; Xu et al., 2002]. Other examples include the
images by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on board of
various NASA Earth Observing System (EOS) [http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov, MODIS
image gallery].
1.3.2 Regional climate
In order to identify a human-induced climate change, there are two required
steps. Firstly, detection, i.e. the observed climate change must be out of the range
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Table 4: The Number of Registered Motor Vehicles (thousands) in China since 1978.
Year 1978 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2001
Automobile 259.0 350.8 794.5 1621.9 4179.0 8537.3 9939.6
(1.0) (1.4) (3.1) (6.3) (16.1) (33.0) (38.4)
Truck 1001.7 1299.0 2232.0 3684.8 5854.3 7163.2 7652.4
(1.0) (1.3) (2.2) (3.7) (5.8) (7.2) (7.6)
Special 97.7 133.1 184.7 206.9 366.8 388.5 428.4
(1.0) (1.4) (1.9) (2.1) (3.8) (4.0) (4.4)
Tractor 1783.5 4625.8 5919.1 8209.2 8260.2
(1.0) (2.6) (3.3) (4.6) (4.6)
Motorcycle 126.0 180.2 946.0 4212.8 13719.3 37717.9 43307.7
(1.0) (1.4) (7.5) (33.4) (108.9) (299.3) (343.7)
Others 104.3 125.3 615.8 410.5 1226.9 3962.7 3932.8
(1.0) (1.2) (5.9) (3.9) (11.8) (38.0) (37.7)
Source: China Statistical Year Book 2002.
Notes: numbers in parenthesis are factors of increase compare with the vehicle
number in 1978. (Statistics of ’Tractor’ started from 1985.)
of the internal variation of climate system itself, or it is statistically unusual. Sec-
ondly, attribution, i.e. the climate change is caused by human activities instead of
natural forces [IPCC, 2001]. Because of the complexity of the climate system, de-
tection is largely a statistical process, while attribution requires both statistics and
climate-model simulations. The model simulations are needed to demonstrate that
the observed climate trends are consistent with and therefore potentially attributable
to a specific human-induced effect.
There is now compelling evidence from both observational and modeling perspec-
tives that increased anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases as well as the aerosol
particles and their precursors from East Asia are affecting the climate system. These
climate effects arise from perturbations to earth-atmosphere energy budget, including
the fluxes of solar and infrared radiation, as well as to the hydrological cycle and the
general circulation [Wand and Gong, 2000; Zhai and Ren, 1999; Yu et al., 2001; Qian
and Giorgi, 2000; Kaiser and Qian, 2002; Xu, 2001; Menon et al., 2002]
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Both warming and cooling trends have been observed in different parts of East
Asia. Analysis of instrumental records together with historical documents and proxy
data indicate that a warming trend, about 0.5K/100 year, has occurred in most of
eastern Asia over the last hundred years [Wang and Gong, 2000]. This trend is com-
parable to the mean global warming, i.e. 0.4 to 0.8oC [IPCC, 2001]. More specifically,
the observed average minimum temperature generally increased and the diurnal tem-
perature range (DTR) generally decreased in the last several decades over a large
part of East Asia: trends that are consistent with those expected from the impacts
of increased greenhouse gases [Zhai and Ren, 1999; Yu et al., 2001]. The trends in
observed maximum daytime temperature and mean temperature over East Asia, on
the other hand, vary regionally and seasonally. These variations appear to arise from
the competing effects of warming from greenhouse gases and absorbing aerosols and
cooling from scattering aerosols, i.e. the greenhouse vs. the whitehouse effects [Zhai
and Ren, 1999; Wang and Gong, 2000; Qian and Giorgi, 2000; IPCC, 2001]. The
trends are spatially non-uniform because aerosols have shorter lifetimes and therefore
larger spatial gradients and seasonal variations than greenhouse gases. For example,
statistically significant cooling trends have been observed in both average tempera-
ture (-0.1 K/yr) and daily maximum temperature (-0.14 K/yr) over southeast China,
especially the Sichuan Basin, i.e. ∼ 103o− 107oE, 28o− 33oN . At the same time this
region shows the largest increases in aerosol loading, or aerosol extinction coefficient
and the largest decreases in sunshine duration [Qian and Giorgi, 2000; Kaiser and
Qian, 2002]
In addition to temperature changes, anthropogenic pollutants may also be driving
an unusual shift in precipitation patterns over the region. During the summer of
a normal year, the monsoonal rainy belt shifts northward as the season progresses,
bringing critical precipitation to the northern part of East Asia, where the surface
water resources are highly limited, and then retreats southward and dissipates. In
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recent decades, however, the monsoonal rainy belt has begun its southward retreat
earlier in the season causing droughts in northern China and floods in southern China.
On the basis of an analysis of historical records of drought/flooding patterns in east
China by Wang and Zhao [1987], Xu [2001] concluded that this unusual pattern of
‘north drought with south flooding’ in east China during the past two decades is
the most intense since AD 950, and, therefore, probably out of the range of internal
climate changes.
Xu [2001] suggests that the major cause of this unusual shift in the monsoonal
circulation and precipitation is the high loading of sulfate aerosols over the region,
which reduces the solar surface-heating. Menon et al., [2002], on the other hand,
found that their global model was able to simulate the observed trend in both tem-
perature and precipitation over the region if the effects of absorbing black carbon was
included in their model. They therefore argued that there are significant effects of
absorbing aerosols, i.e., black carbon (BC), on the large scale circulation and hydro-
logical cycles of the region. BC has particularly high concentration in East Asia and
mainly originates from anthropogenic sources.
1.3.3 Economical and ecological consequences
Degradation of the environment caused by the rapid industrial developments in
East Asia, and especially China, has had some significant cost to the resource base
and economy of the region. It has been estimated, for example, that pollution costs
the Chinese economy about 7-10 % of its GDP (Gross Domestic Production) each
year [US State Department, 2004; World Bank 1997]. Of particular interest is the
continued viability and self-sufficiency of China’s agricultural sector: China has 22%
of the world’s population living on just 7% of the world’s arable land [World Bank,
1997], and significant portions of this land (especially in the north) experience severe
water stress [IPCC, 2001].
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The recent increases in flood and drought discussed above have caused numerous
loss of lives especially in the southern flooded area and severe damages to the nation’s
agriculture and economy. According to official Chinese government reports, 3656
people have been killed by the floods, the second worst to hit the country in more
than 130 years. The floods have left 14 million people homeless, affected 240 million
people, destroyed 5 million houses, damaged 12 million houses, flooded 25 million
hectares of farmland, and caused over $ 20 billion (US) in estimated damages [US
NOAA, 1998].
In addition to the problems related to the shift in the monsoonal precipitation
patterns discussed above, several recent studies have indicated that agricultural lands
in China are exposed to potentially harmful amounts of phytotoxic pollutants such as
ozone and acid rain, and these may be having a significant negative impacts on overall
crop yields in the region [Mauzerall and Wang, 2001; Chameides, 1999a; Streets et
al., 1999]. Crop yields in China may also be depressed as a result of the reduction
and alteration in the character of solar radiation reaching the earth’s surface caused
by regional haze [Chameides, 1999b; Cohan et al., 2002].
Beside adverse effects on agriculture, wide spread acid deposition and elevated
ozone concentrations may also cause harmful impacts on other unmanaged but im-
portant ecosystems, including forests, ranges, and waters. For example, soil acidifica-
tion is likely to have long-term impacts on ecosystems: it is believed to be the cause
of the extensive dieback of forests in Central Europe over the past decades [World
Bank, 1997].
There may even be a linkage between ocean productivity and air pollution from
East Asia. In a recent study of the biogeochemical cycle of iron in East Asia,
Meskhidze et al. [2003] found that a significant fraction of the iron in dust parti-
cles from the deserts of East Asia can be mobilized to bioavailable forms if the dust
storm tracks are infused with pollutant plumes that contain high levels of SO2 from
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the urban/industrial centers along the east coast of China. This bioavailable iron
can then be deposited into remote regions of the North Pacific Ocean and trigger
phytoplankton blooms. Interestingly, if correct this would imply that a decrease in
SO2 emissions in China would depress ocean productivities and C-uptakes.
1.3.4 Outflow of anthropogenic emissions to other regions
Previous ground- and airborne-based studies have shown that the outflows of
anthropogenic pollutant plumes from East Asia can be exported to the North Pacific
Ocean when the appropriate meteorological conditions exit. These conditions include
relatively low levels of stagnation, so that pollutants emitted in the boundary layer
can be vented to the free troposphere, but infrequent precipitation events to limit the
wet removal of pollutants, as well as significant westerly winds capable of advecting
pollutants from their source regions to the marine atmosphere. In general, conditions
of this nature are most common over East Asia in the spring [Duce et al., 1980;
Prospero and Savoie, 1989; Merrill, 1989]. During the spring, outflows from East
Asia can rapidly move pollutant (as well as mineral dust) plumes from China to the
remote regions of the North Pacific Ocean and on to North American within 5-6 days
[Kritz, 1990; Jaffe et al., 1999, 2003]. Field experiments and modeling studies have
documented the significant impact these plumes can have on the chemical composition
of the remote North Pacific Ocean and, in extreme cases, even the continental United
States. [Andreae et al., 1988; Levy and Moxim, 1989; Parrish et al., 1992; Talbot et al.,
1997; Jaffe et al., 1999, 2003; Jacob et al., 1999; Xu et al., 1999]. It has been estimated
using global models that about 10% of the total anthropogenic sulfur from East Asia is
transported to the neighboring ocean annually [Chin et al., 2000b], while the outflow
can be as large as 20-30% during the winter and spring [Xu et al., 1999; Tan et al.,
2002]. Jaegle et al. [2003] suggested that 17% of the O3 and 48% of the CO in the
northeast Pacific troposphere originated from East Asian emissions. Additionally,
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Lagrangian back-trajectory analysis and satellite observations also provide evidence
of long range transport of mineral dust and air pollutants from East Asia. One object
of this thesis has been to re-examine the estimates of Chin et al. [2000b] using a higher
resolution regional modeling system.
1.4 The Role of Numerical Models in the Assess-
ment of Anthropogenic Emissions
Due to the reasons stated above, there is a compelling need to assess the magnitude
and possible effects of anthropogenic emissions from East Asia. Because of the myriad
of complex, non-linear, and interacting processes that ultimately determine the fate
and effects of air pollutants, numerical models, especially three-dimensional coupled
climate/chemical-transport models, are pivotal in carrying out this assessment.
1.4.1 Numerical models.
Numerical modeling is based on the original ideas of Norwegian hydro-dynamist
V. Bjerknes in 1904 [Friedman, 1989] and British scientist Lewis F. Richardson [1922].
In the intervening years since this pioneering work, the explosion in computational
technologies has facilitated the use of numerical models and they have now become
a standard tool for weather forecasting, air quality assessments, and climate simula-
tions [Chaney, 1950; Phillips, 1956; Smagorinsky, et al., 1965; Manable, et al., 1975;
Anthes and Warner, 1978; Anthes, 1987; Chang, 1989; Rind and Lerner, 1996; Kiehl,
et al. 1996; Grell, et al. 1996; Byun and Ching, 1999; Rind et al., 1999; Michalakes,
2001; Collins et al., 2003; IPCC, 1990, 1992, 1996, 2001]. Suffice to say, the develop-
ment of modeling tools capable of assessing the impacts of human activities on the
regional/global climate and air quality represents a major scientific challenge to the
community of atmospheric scientists, as well as an important need for policymakers
tasked with designing strategies for mitigating adverse environemental impacts.
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Ideally, a model should include all physical-chemical mechanisms, as well as re-
lated biological and geological processes, including their interactions and feedbacks,
and these mechanisms and processes should be treated using the fundamental equa-
tions and relationships that describe them. But due to the complexities of the earth-
climate-atmospheric chemical system and limitations on computational resources,
such a comprehensive simulation of the atmosphere is not realistic. Current mod-
els address these limitations by ignoring processes that are deemed to have small or
negligible impacts on the model results and by adopting parameterizations that pro-
vide reasonable but not fundamental representations for some of the relevant processes
and mechanisms.
1.4.2 Chemical transport models (CTMs).
Numerical simulations of air pollutants within a 3-dimensional and time depen-
dent framework are carried out using Chemical Transport Models (CTMs) [Raynolds
et al., 1973, 1974; Carmichael and Peter, 1980; Peters and Jouvanis,, 1979; Chang
et al., 1987; Carmichael et al., 1991; Odman and Ingram, 1996; Russell, 1997; Levy
et al., 1997; Roelofs and Lelieveld, 1997; Wang et al., 1998; Crutzen et al., 1999;
Byun and Ching, 1999;Wild and Prather, 2000; Horowitz et al., 2003]. These models
typically have modules that treat pollutant emissions, transport, chemical conver-
sion, and removal. In most current-day CTMs, the transport module is driven using
meteorological fields that are specified or input into the model. These fields can be
generated from an off-line global climate or general circulation model (GCM) (e.g.,
Wang et al., [1998]; Horowitz et al. [2003]); from re-analyzed observed wind fields
(e.g., Bey et al., [2001]), or from a mesoscale meteorological model (e.g. Byun and
Ching, 1999; Klonecki et al., 2003). Using GCM’s results as inputs is most useful
for addressing long-term trends and impacts since the wind fields are climatological,
while using reanalysis data or mesoscale model results are most useful for simulating
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and evaluating model performance during specific episodes (e.g, during a field cam-
paign) since the wind fields represent actual conditions that occurred. Both types of
approaches are used in current global CTMs (eg. NCAR/MOZART-2 [Horowitz et
al. 2003]; MATCH-MPIC [Lawrence et al., 1999]).
Because the aforementioned models have no coupling of the gas and particulate
tracer fields calculated in the CTM back to the meteorological/climatological fields,
these models are unable to directly assess the impact of atmospheric chemistry on
climate. One approach that has been used to deal with this limitation is to use
the chemical fields derived in a CTM as input into a subsequent climate simulation
to estimate the climate forcing (eg. Tanre et al., 1984; Kiehl and Briegleb, 1993;
Boucher and Anderson, 1995; Kiehl and Rodhe, 1995; Haywood et al., 1995; Haywood
et al., 1997; Myhre et al., 1998). However, this approach is limited by its inability
to account for positive or negative feedbacks between chemistry and climate (see for
example, Feichter et al., 1996; Giorgi and Mearns, 1999]
To fully treat the coupled climate/atmospheric chemistry system one must use a
model that simulates both the climatological and chemical processes simultaneously.
Such on-line climate/chemical models have been developed and used, especially in the
context of global simulations (e.g., Taylor and Penner, 1994; Feichter et al., 1996;
Koch et al., 1999; Kiehl et al, 2000; Adams et al., 2001; Koch et al., 2001; Jacobson,
2001), however because of the aforementioned limitations in computational resources,
the chemical mechanism included in the model and the number of chemical species
simulated by the model generally represent simplified versions of those used in the
more traditional off-line CTMs (for example using prescribed or parameterized free
radical fields from off-line CTMs).
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1.4.3 Regional scale models
For the purpose of climate studies, the initial numerical models were often regional
in scale because of the limitations on computational resources. But since the 1960’s,
general circulation models (GCMs) with global coverage have been the primary tool
used in climate studies. With reliable projections of future external climatic forcings,
chemical species emissions, land-use changes, and other related parameters (solar
activities, volcanic activities, etc.), coupled global climate/chemical transport models
should be able, at least in principle, to simulate future global climatic and chemical
conditions.
GCMs that run at current resolutions of 200-500 km appear to be capable of simu-
lating the global mean climate states. Because of the coarse resolution of these global
models, however, they can produce biases in simulated regional climate variability
with apparent errors of as much as +/-5oC in temperature, and -40% to +60% in
precipitation [Leung et al., 2003; IPCC, 2001]. In a recent integrated assessment of
the economic impacts on agriculture from climate change, significantly different re-
sults were obtained from climate change scenarios derived from different models with
differing spatial scales (300km vs. 50km) (Mearns 2003). IPCC (2001) suggested
that higher resolution models will likely provide more realistic response of the cli-
matic system on regional scales to changes in forcing, especially for regions with high
elevation, complex coastlines, or complex landuse patterns. East Asia is one such
region: it includes the highest mountain range, the Himalayas, and highest plateau,
Tibet, as well as areas with complex mixtures of crop land, forest, grass, lakes, and
bare land. In addition most of the anthropogenic emissions within the region have
large spatial gradients, with major sources clustered in relatively small urban and
suburban areas.
One approach that can be used to address the need for higher resolution in regions
such as East Asia (and the approach adopted in this thesis) is to make use a limited
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area regional scale model. Because the model does not attempt to simulate the entire
globe, it makes it possible to increase the spatial resolution without overtaxing the
computational requirements. Of course the disadvantages of such models is their
requirement for appropriate boundary conditions and their inability to simulate the
interactions between the regional- and global scales. These disadvantages can be
addressed, at least in principle, by nesting a regional model inside a global model.
However, such a two-way nesting that allows for feedbacks in both directions between
a global and regional model has yet to be accomplished.
Regional scale models have been widely implemented in a multitude of studies
focused on meteorology, weather forecasting, and air quality [Anthes, 1972; Anthes
and Warner, 1978; Anthes, 1987; Chang, 1989; Grell, 1996; Byun and Ching, 1999;
Michalakes, 2001].
The development of a regional climate model began at the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) [Dickinson et al., 1989; Giorgi and Bates, 1989].
NCAR Regional Climate Model (RegCM) was initially built upon the PSU/NCAR
Mesoscale Model version 4 (MM4) with modifications and augmentations of various
parameterizations to make it appropriate for longer-term climate simulations and
to make it capable of being nested inside the NCAR Community Climate Model
(CCM). In subsequent years the model has been updated and further improved (see
for example, Giorgi et al., 1993, 1999, 2002), and modules have been added to make
it possible to study climate-chemistry interactions. Some of these additions were
completed as part of this thesis and are documented in subsequent chapters.
1.4.4 Modeling system used in this work
In this work, the results of model simulations are presented and analyzed that
have been generated using the modeling system that was initially developed in the
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China-MAP project (http://www-wlc.eas.gatech.edu/chinamap.html). This model-
ing system is regional in spatial scale with a domain that covers much of East Asia (see
Figure 2). The system is a hybrid of the various types of climate and CTM systems
described above. It makes use of: 1. a modified version of the NCAR RegCM [Giorgi
et al., 1993 ab, 1999, 2002] with new algorithms for the treatment of the emissions,
transport, chemical transformations, and removal of gas-phase and particulate-phase
sulfur oxides is used to quantify the fate and budgets of the anthropogenic sulfur emis-
sions of East Asia in 1995; and 2. a modified version of the Regional Acid Deposition
Model or RADM [Luo et al., 2000], a regional CTM with detailed and comprehen-
sive algorithms for the treatment of relevant gas- and particulate-phase species. The
RegCM is used to generate the meteorological fields used to drive RADM as well
as to directly assess the budget and fate of sulfur oxided emitted from East Asia.
The RADM is used to provide a detailed simulation of the gas- and particulate-phase
chemistry of the atmosphere overlying China to compare to chemical measurements
made at rural site in China and thereby assess the accuracy of the pollutant emissions
inventory recently developed by Streets [2003].
1.5 Outline of This Thesis
This thesis focuses on better understanding and quantifying the budget and fate
of anthropogenic pollutants from East Asia. Specifically, the following scientific ques-
tions are addressed:
1. What is the spatial distribution of the concentrations and deposition patterns
of anthropogenic pollutants over East Asia and the western North Pacific Ocean?
2. Can an on-line coupled regional climate-chemistry model (with simplified chem-
ical algorithms) simulate the observed concentrations and deposition rates of sulfur
oxides over East Asia and the western North Pacific Ocean?







































































































fraction of the sulfur oxides that are emitted end up being exported out of the region?
Are the nations of East Asia net exporters or importers of sulfur oxide pollution?
4. How accurate are current-day emission inventories for the major air pollutants
emanating from East Asia?
5. Using a combination of regional model simulations and simultaneous gas-phase
and particulate-phase measurements at a rural site in China, what constraints can be
placed on pollutant emission rates from East Asia?
6. To the extent that current emission inventories from East are inaccurate, how
can model simulations and measured data be used to identify the nature of these
inaccuracies and how they might be removed in future inventories?
This thesis is organized into 4 chapters:
Chapter 2: Examination of the budget and export of anthropogenic SOx (SO2
and particulate sulfate) emitted from East Asia during the late winter/early spring
when continental outflow conditions dominate.
Chapter 3: Evaluation of the anthropogenic emissions inventories from East Asia
and diagnosis of possible additional sources.
Chapter 4: Conclusions of this study and future research plan.
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CHAPTER II
BUDGET AND EXPORT OF




There is increasing evidence that the trace chemistry of the atmosphere is changing
on hemispheric and even global scales [NRC, 1998]. Of particular concern are per-
turbations in the concentrations and distributions of sulfate aerosols. These aerosols
affect the solar irradiance reaching the earth’s surface and, as a result, can influence
the climate [Charlson et al., 1992; Penner et al., 1994; IPCC, 1996; Schwartz, 1996;
Schwartz and Andrea, 1996], visibility [Husar et al., 2000] and photosynthesis rates
[Chameides et al., 1999b]. They may also adversely affect human health [Dockery
and Pope, 1994].
While sulfate aerosols are produced naturally in the atmosphere, for example
from the oxidation of dimethylsulfide [Cox and Sheppard, 1980; Atkinson et al., 1984;
Chatfield and Crutzen, 1984; Berresheim et al., 1996], they are also produced as
a result of anthropogenic activities [Charlson et al., 1990; Charlson et al., 1991;
Berresheim et al. 1996; Rodhe, 1999]. Anthropogenic sulfate arises primarily from
the oxidation of anthropogenic sulfur dioxide (SO2), which in turn comes primarily
from the burning of fossil fuels. As noted in Chapter 1, East Asia is an especially
large source of sulfur oxide emissions.
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Recent model calculations indicate that SOx emissions from East Asia (and more
specifically China) are already having significant regional environmental consequences
due to haze production[Chameides et al., 1999b; Cohan et al., 2002]. And climate
trend analyses suggest that they may also be perturbing regional climate [Qian and
Giorgi, 2000; Kaiser and Qian, 2002, and see Chapter 1]. Other model calculations
indicate that these same emissions may soon have non-negligible effects upon Northern
Hemispheric and even global particulate matter concentrations [Berntsen et al., 1996;
Berntsen and Karlsdottir, 1999; Elliott et al., 1997; Mauzerall et al., 1997; Kasibhatla
et al., 1997; Bey et al., 1999; Jaffe et al., 1999; Carmichael et al., 1998; Jacob et al.,
1999; Wilkening et al., 2000; Phadnis and Carmicheal, 2000a]. Of particular concern
in this regard are the export of pollutants from East Asia during the late winter/early
spring, when continental outflow to the North Pacific Ocean is at its height [Merrill
et al., 1989; Talbot et al., 1997]. To better quantify the rate at which sulfur oxides
from East Asian is exported, we have carried out model simulations of the emissions,
chemical conversion, removal, and transport of anthropogenic SOx over East Asia
and the western North Pacific Ocean during February, March, and April using the
China-MAP regional coupled climate/chemical transport modelling system.
2.2 Model Description
Our simulations were carried out using a modified version of the coupled regional
climate/chemical transport model described by Qian et al. [1999]. The model uses
the NCAR Regional Climate Model (RegCM) described by Giorgi et al. [1993a,
1993b, 1999] with on-line algorithms to treat the emission, gas-phase, aqueous-phase,
heterogeneous chemical processing, wet and dry deposition, and transport of sulfur
oxides (SOx). NCAR RegCM was built upon NCAR-Pennsylvania State University
Mesoscale Model Version 4 (MM4), and several physics parameterizations were modi-
fied for long-term climate simulation. Detailed description of model and its validation
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are included in Giorgi et al. [1993a, 1993b, 1999]. The model treats SOx as two cou-
pled chemical species: gaseous SO2 and sulfate aerosol (SO4
2−). In the model in its
current form, SO4
2− is treated as a monodisperse, externally mixed aerosol with a
nominal diameter of 0.1 µm. The model domain covers a horizontal grid of 60 km x
60 km cells on a Lambert conformal projection over a domain spanning coordinates:
48.42 oN, 84.42 oE; 48.66 oN, 154.4 oE; 14.09 oN, 99.43 oE; and 14.21 oN, 140.1 oE (see
Figure 3). The dynamical portion of the model (i.e., RegCM) is driven by lateral me-
teorological boundary conditions from the analysis of observations from the European
Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) for the 1995 period.
The chemical transport algorithms in the model solve two coupled prognostic






where χi is the mixing ratio (in units of kg/kg) for the i
th species (i.e., i = SO2 or
SO4
2−), Ei is surface emission rate of the ith species; the second term on right hand
side is horizontal and vertical advection; FH,i and FV,i are horizontal and vertical
turbulent diffusion, respectively; Tgas,i is the chemical tendency of the i
th species
due to gas phase reactions; Thetero,i is the tendency due to heterogeneous reactions;
Tls,i and Tconv,i are the tendencies of the i
th species due to processing by large-scale
and convective clouds, respectively; Tbelow−cloud,i is the rate of removal by below-
cloud scavenging; and Tdep,i is the dry deposition rate. The advection and turbulent
diffusion terms for SO2 and SO4
2− in Equation(1) were specified using the modules
within RegCM that are used to calculate advective and turbulent transport for water
vapor. The formulations used for each of the other terms in Equation (1) are briefly
discussed below. For more details the reader is referred to Giorgi et al. [1993a,b] and




























































































































































































































































































































As our focus is on the fate and export of anthropogenic SOx from East Asia,
we only consider anthropogenic sources of these compounds. Figure 4 illustrates
the averaged monthly SOx emissions during the simulation period. Gridded monthly
averaged emissions of SOx over China were obtained from the 1995 emission inven-
tory of Streets and Waldorf [1999]. SOx emissions over the non-Chinese portion of
the domain were interpolated from the Global Emissions Inventory Activity (GEIA)
inventory [Penner et al., 1994]. Of the total SOx emissions, 98% was assumed to be
in the form of SO2 and 2% in the form of SO
2−
4 .
2.2.2 Gas-phase chemical conversion
The Tgas,i terms in Equation (1) are used to represent the rate of conversion of
SO2 to SO
2−
4 that is triggered by the gas-phase reaction between SO2 and the OH
radical [Calvert and Stockwell, 1983]. Thus,
Tgas,SO2 = −Tgas,SO2−4 = −n(OH) kOH,SO2 χSO2 (2)
where n(OH) is the OH number density and kOH,SO2 is the effective second order rate
constant for the reaction [DeMore et al., 1994]. In the calculations presented here,
appropriate values for n(OH) as a function of time and location were specified using
the results of the China-MAP chemical transport model simulations of East Asia of
Luo et al. [2000].
2.2.3 Heterogeneous reactions
Following Kasibhatla et al. [1997] we have included an additional pathway for
the conversion of SO2 to SO
2−
4 that is nominally intended to account for the effect
of heterogeneous reactions with pre-existing aerosols. The reaction was assumed to






















































reaction with aerosols within the boundary layer. Hence, within the boundary layer,
Thetero,SO2 = −Thetero,SO2−4 = −6.0× 10
−6χSO2 (3)
and above the boundary layer,
Thetero,SO2 = −Thetero,SO2−4 = 0 (4)
2.2.4 Large-scale cloud processing
The RegCM treats two types of clouds: large-scale or resolvable-scale clouds and
convective clouds. Following Kasibhatla et al. [1997], we assume that the processing
of SO2 within clouds is controlled by the rate at which SO2 is oxidized within cloud
water. Further assuming that the aqueous-phase oxidation of dissolved SO2 is initi-
ated by reaction with dissolved H2O2, [Koch et al. 1999; Chin et al. 2000a; Adams et
al. 2001] and that the process is limited by the availability of H2O2 and SO2 rather
than by mass transport between the aqueous- and gas-phases. The aqueous oxidation
by O3 is neglected for it has been shown to be a less important pathway [Rasch et al,
2000]. It follows that the SO2 tendency within large-scale clouds is given by
Tls,SO2 = fracls [exp(
−wLdt
360
)− 1] min(χSO2 , χH2O2) (5)
where fracls is the fraction of the grid box that contains large scale clouds (i.e., 1
except where convective clouds are also present, then 0.7), wL is the liquid water
content of the cloud as calculated by the dynamical portion of the model for the
appropriate grid box and time step (see [ Giorgi,1993a,b]) , the number 360 in the
denominator of the exponential function was adapted from Chameides [1984] to give
an appropriate rate of oxidation as a function of wL, and dt is the model time step (i.e,
about 3 minutes). It should be noted that the assumption of oxidant limitation on
S(IV) in-cloud conversion has a relatively minor impact on our results. For example,
if we assume no oxidant limitation, regardless of the SO2 concentration, the sulfate
concentration over urban areas is increased by at most 20%, and the total amount of
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sulfate deposition over the model domain and sulfate export from the model domain
are increased and decreased, respectively, by about 6%.
The oxidation of dissolved SO2 within cloud water leads to the production of
SO4
2−. However, a fraction of this in-cloud-generated SO42−, along with the ambient
SO4
2− that is entrained into the cloud, is removed by precipitation. Observations
suggest that in-cloud scavenging coefficients for sulfate particles are essentially equal
to unity [Hegg and Hobbs, 1983; Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998]. We therefore assume
that all SO4
2− within the clouds is dissolved in cloud water, and when the cloud
water evaporates, the SO4
2− not rained out is returned to the atmosphere as aerosol.
Hence, the tendency for SO4
2− within large-scale clouds is given by
Tls,SO2−4
= [exp(−rremdt)− 1] [fracls χSO2−4 − Tls,SO2 ] (6)
where rrem is the so-called autoconversion frequency for the production of rain from
cloud water [Georgi and Chameides, 1986; Georgi et al., 1999].
2.2.5 Convective cloud processing
In addition to chemical processing and wet removal, convective clouds can affect
the distribution of SOx through convective transport. It is important that this process
be appropriately simulated here, since convective transport can move SOx from the
boundary layer and lower free troposphere into middle and upper free troposphere
where it can be more effectively transported over long distances. We have modified the
model of Qian et al. [1999] to more accurately account for this process. Our treatment
assumes that convective transport and wet removal of SOx by convective clouds closely
follows that of water vapor and thus makes use of many of the same algorithms used
in RegCM to treat water vapor in convective clouds. By way background, we briefly
discuss how the RegCM simulates water vapor in convective clouds before we present
the specific algorithms used to treat the processing of SOx within these clouds.
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2.2.5.1 Treatment of Water Vapor in Convective Clouds
Because of their horizontal scale, convective clouds are not resolved by the RegCM,
as is the case for most regional and global models. Parameterizations must therefore
be used to describe the relevant convective cloud processes using the variables simu-
lated by the model [Arakawa, 1993]. Currently the RegCM’s treatment of convective
clouds is based on the Kuo scheme [Kuo, 1974; Anthes et al., 1987], which is, in turn,
based on the assumption that convective clouds form when a sufficient amount of
water vapor converges in an unstable vertical column of air.
For each vertical column in the model grid and at each time step, Sqv, the rate of





where qv is the mixing ratio of water vapor, and qvtendency is the tendency of water
vapor at a given model height caused by horizontal advection. If Sqv is larger than
a critical value (taken to be 3.0 × 10−5kgm−2s−1, [Anthes et al., 1987]) and the
atmospheric stratification is unstable, then a convective cloud is activated within the
model in that vertical column for that time step.
The converged water vapor, Sqv, within a column that has an active convective
cloud is partitioned by the model into two components. One component is removed
as precipitation, and the other is redistributed back to the atmosphere. The parti-
tioning function Pconvg is defined as the portion of the converged water vapor that is
redistributed back to the atmosphere and is calculated as:
Pconvg = 2(1−RH), when RH >= 0.5 (8)
Pconvg = 1.0, when RH < 0.5 (9)
where RH is the column averaged relative humidity. The amount of water vapor
returned to each vertical layer, zk, within the column is given by
[H2O vapor detrained from cloud at level zk] = Pconvg Sqv w(zk) (10)
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where w(zk) is a vertical weighting factor that is, in turn, a function of relative humid-
ity [Anthes, 1977]. Thus, Tconv,H2O, the water vapor tendency due to the precipitation
in the convective cloud at level zk is given by
Tconv,H2O = Pconvg Sqv w(zk) (11)
2.2.5.2 Convective Cloud Algorithms for SOx
Given that the transport, conversion and removal of SOx in convective clouds are
closely related to the behavior of water vapor, we have chosen to parameterize the
behavior of these species using a scheme closely related to the Kuo-scheme for water
vapor discussed above.
We first calculate the total amounts of SO2 and SO4
2− that are entrained into a
convective cloud at vertical level zk by assuming that the amount of tracer that enters
the cloud is proportional to the amount of water vapor that enters the cloud and the
relative concentrations of the tracer and water vapor at that level. Thus,









where En(zk) is the rate at which tracer ’i’ is entrained into the cloud at the zk vertical
level and Si is the column integrated amount of tracer ’i’ entrained into the cloud.
For SO2, a fraction of the total amount that is entrained into the cloud is oxidized
to SO4
2− and the remainder is redistributed back to the atmosphere as SO2 with the
same vertical weighting as that of water vapor. Following the formulation adopted
for large-scale clouds in Section 2.3, the fraction, Poxid, of the entrained SO2 that is
oxidized is given by
Poxid = 1.− exp(−TcumuluswL/360) (14)
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where Tcumulus = 30min, is the typical lifetime of a mature stage of convective cloud
[Rogers,1989] and wL = 2 g/m
3 is the assumed liquid water content of a convective
cloud [Giorgi and Chameides, 1986].
From the above equations, it follows that the tendency for SO2 at vertical level zk
due to convective clouds can be expressed as:
Tconv,SO2 = −En(zk)SO2 + SSO2 (1− Poxid) w(zk) (15)
Similarly, the tendency for SO2−4 in convective clouds is given by:
Tconv,SO2−4
= −En(zk)SO2−4 + SSO2−4 Pconvg w(zk) + SSO2 Poxid Pconvgw(zk) (16)
where the first term on the right-hand-side represents the loss of SO4
2− due to cloud
entrainment, the second term represents the amount of the entrained SO4
2− that is
returned to the atmosphere and the last term is the amount of SO2 that is oxidized
within the cloud and redistributed into the atmosphere as SO4
2−.
2.2.6 Below-cloud scavenging
Our parameterization for below cloud removal is based on that of Levine and
Schwartz [1982]. The tendency for SO2 is specified as
Tbelow−cloud,SO2 = −6.5× 10−5 Precip0.68 χSO2 (17)
where Precip is the below cloud precipitation rate (in mm hr−1).
Sulfate aerosols are generally found in the accumulation model (i.e. sub-micron
to micron diameter range). Dentener and Crutzen [1993] suggested that these type
of aerosols can be represented with a log-normal distribution having a number mean
diameter of 0.078 µm and standard deviation 2.0. The calculation of Dana and
Halesand [1976] suggests that the rainout rate constant for such an aerosol distribution
is about 0.01 mm−1 normalized to the precipitation rate. If we assume a typical
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large-scale precipitation rate of 2 mm h−1[Balkaskiet et al., 1993], the lifetime of
accumulation mode aerosols in the precipitation column is about 50 hours. This
suggests that aerosols of this size are not effectively scavenged by falling raindrops,
and thus we assume that
Tbelow−cloud,SO4 = 0 (18)
To the extent that below-cloud scavenging of sulfate aerosols is important, this
assumption would cause us to under-predict sulfate wet deposition.
2.2.7 Dry deposition
Dry deposition rates for SOx are parameterized using dry deposition velocities.
For SO2, the dry deposition velocities over land are set at 0.25, 0.27, and 0.30 cm
s−1 for the months of February, March, and April, respectively. The values were
estimated using data from CASTNET [Clean Air Status and Trends Network]. And




To assess the fate and export of anthropogenic SOx from East Asia during late
winter/early spring outflow conditions, we carried out a series of 3 1
3
month simula-
tions using conditions appropriate for the period spanning February 1 1995 to May 10,
1995. Since the focus of our study is on the fate of anthropogenic emissions from East
Asia, we preclude any influence of emission from other regions by adopting bound-
ary value for both SO2 and SO
2−
4 at their nominal background levels (i.e., 10 pptm).
At the start of the model simulation, the concentrations of SO2 and SO
2−
4 were set
to background levels throughout the model domain. The model was then run for 3
months with the appropriate levels and distribution of anthropogenic SOx emissions.
At the end of the third simulation-month (i.e., April), the anthropogenic emissions
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were then turned off and the model was run until SOx concentrations returned to
their background levels, generally this required about 10 days of simulation. The
budget of the SOx emitted into the model domain was assessed by calculating the
fractions of the emissions from each month and for all three months combined that
were dry- and wet-deposited on to the model domain, as well as that exported out of
the model domain to the north, east, south, and west. The budget was further refined
by quantifying the fractional amounts of SOx emitted from and deposited into each
of 6 subregions of the model domain (i.e., China, South Russia and East Kazakhstan,
Southeast Asia, Korea, Japan, and Ocean). The spatial extent of each subregion is
illustrated in Figure 3.
2.3.1 Simulated SOx distributions and comparison with observations
The average model-calculated distributions in SO2 and SO4
2− at the surface and
at 500 hpa (i.e., 5-6 km) are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. Surface
SO2 concentrations are closely related to their emission sources. Large gradients
exist between industrialized regions and remote ones. SO2−4 , on the other hand, is
spread over a larger domain with smaller gradients. Over high emission regions, SO2
concentrations decrease rapidly with altitude, over two orders of magnitude between
the surface and 500 hpa. SO2−4 has a much smaller vertical gradient, about factor of
10-20 decrease in the same vertical extension.
Tables 5 and 6 compare our model calculated surface concentrations for SO2
and SO2−4 with the limited data available for these species from non-urban surface-
monitoring sites within the model domain and general period of the simulation. The
observed concentrations span a range of more than an order of magnitude for SO2
(i.e., 0.1 to 15 ppbv) and SO2−4 (i.e., 2 to 28 µg m
−3). With a few notable exceptions,
the model-simulated concentrations fall within a factor of 2 or less of the observed
values. These exceptions include rather large model overestimates of SO2 at the Long
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Figure 5: Monthly averaged (February to April) model-calculated SOx concentra-
tions (in ppbv) at the surface.
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Figure 6: Monthly averaged (February to April) model-calculated SOx concentra-
tions (in ppbv) at 500 hpa.
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Feng and Waliguan sites (see Table 1). Both of these sites are located outside the
region where most of the pollutant SOx is located in our model. This suggests that
the discrepancy might have been caused by overly rapid dispersal of pollutants in
the model. However, this is not consistent with the fact that the model-calculated
SO2−4 at Long Feng was more than a factor of 2 less than the observed SO
2−
4 (see
Table 2). At Taen, which is located off the west coast of Korea, our model overesti-
mates the measured concentrations reported for both SO2 and SO
2−
4 . However, the
reported measured values from Taen represent only those concentrations observed un-
der meteorological conditions that minimized the impact of emission from the Korean
continental and thus are likely lower than the actual monthly means. Perhaps most
critical for our assessment of the rate of export of SOx from East Asia is the fact that
the model-calculated SOx concentrations agree reasonably well with the easternmost
sites with relevant data (i.e., Okinawa and Cheju).
In Table 7, we compare our model results with airborne observations of SO2 and
SO−24 made in the western North Pacific Ocean in March 1994 during PEM-West B
[Thornton et al., 1999; Davis et al., 2000; Talbot et al., 1997]. The observed SOx
concentrations listed in Table 3 are based on measurements made during the exper-
iment within our model domain (the flight tracks used to make these measurements
(SO2) are illustrated in Figure 3). These measurements were first divided by altitude
into three vertical layers (0 -1 km, 1 - 6 km, and above 6 km) and then averaged.
The model-calculated SOx concentrations listed in Table 7 are averages of the results
obtained for the month of March over the region of the model domain that roughly
corresponds to the flight tracks used in PEM West B (see Figure 3). From Table 7
we see that the model-calculated SO2 concentrations are less than the observed SO2
for all three vertical levels. The under-prediction is only about 25% in the 0 - 1 km
layer, but grows to about 50% in the highest vertical level. The model-calculated
SO−24 concentrations are reasonably close to the observations(i.e. within about 20%)
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Table 5: Comparison of Model-Simulated and Observed SO2 Concentrations (ppbv)
Location∗ Model Simulat. Month Observ. Observ. Time Source
Lin An 17 February 13 February, 1995 a
12 March 15 March, 1995 a
11 April 14 April, 1995 a
Long Feng 7 February 1 February, 1995 a
4 March 1 March, 1995 a
3 April 1 April, 1995 a
Qing Dao 15 February 25 February, 1995 a
10 March 13 March, 1995 a
9 April 13 April, 1995 a
Cheju 1 March 1 March, 1994 c
0.4 April ∼ 1 April, 1994 c
Taen 2 April 1-2 April, 1998-99 d
Waliguan 0.7 March 0.1 March, 1995 b
0.6 April 0.2 April, 1995 b
Source: a: Yan, el al., [1997]; b: Yu, et al., [1996]; c: Chen, et al., [1997]; d: Kim,
et al., [2001]
∗: Lin’An (30oN,120oE), Long Feng (45oN,128oE), Qing Dao (36oN,121oE), Cheju
(34oN,126oE), Taen (37oN,126oE), Waliguan (36oN,101oE)
Table 6: Comparison of Simulated and Observed SO2−4 (µg m
−3)
Location∗ Model Simulat. Month Observ. Observ. Time Source
Lin An 17 February 14 February 21-28, 1994 a
12 March 16 March, 1992-94 a
11 April 28 April, 1995 b
Long Feng 4 April 9 April 1995 b
Cheju 7 February 7 February, 1992-94 a
5 March 4 March, 1992-94 a
Taen 5 April ∼ 2 April, 1998-99 c
Hong Kong 6 February 9 March, 1992-94 a
5 March 9 March, 1992-94 a
Okinawa 4 February 5 February, 1992-94 a
3 March 3 March, 1992-94 a
Source: a: Arimoto, et al., [1997]; b: Yan, et al., [1997]; c: Kim, et al., [2001].
∗: Lin An (30oN,120oE), Long Feng (45oN,128oE), Cheju (34oN,126oE), Taen
(37oN,126oE), Hong Kong (22oN,114oE), Okinawa(27oN,128oE)
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Modela Observationb Modelc Observationd
0-1km 180 240 379 414
1-6km 115 190 279 233
above 6km 13 26 43 96
Source: Thornton et al., 1999; Davis, 2000; Talbot et al., 1997.
a: Averaged model results from March over the red and blue dotted area in Figure 3;
this area chosen to overlap with the PEM-West B flight listed in footnote ’b’.
b: Geometric mean of observed SO2 from PEM-West B flights during March 4, 5, 6,
7, 11 and 13, 1994. See Figure 3 and http://www-gte.larc.nasa.gov/FM.html for
more details.
c: Averaged model results from March over red dotted area in Figure 3; this are
chosen to overlap with the PEM-West B flight tracks listed in footnote ’d’.
d:Mean of observed SO2−4 from PEM-West B flights during March 4, 6, 7, 11, 1994.
See Figure 3 and http://www-gte.larc.nasa.gov/FM.html for more details.
in the lower two levels. Above 6 km, the model-calculated SO−24 is less than the
observed concentration by a little more than a factor 2. A likely explanation for the
underprediction in both SO2 and SO
2
4 is the fact that our simulations only considered
anthropogenic emissions from East Asia. Given the distance of some of the PEM
West B flights from the Asian continent, it is likely that the observed SO2 and SO
−2
4
concentrations from these flights were significantly influenced by other sources such
as DMS oxidation and, especially at high altitudes, by volcanic emissions and long
range transport. Nevertheless, the results suggest that our model should be able to
do a reasonably good job simulating the export of SOx from East Asia. As we discuss
later, our results indicate that most of the export occurs as SO−24 transport between
about 2 and 6 km, a vertical region where our model-calculated SO−24 is quite close
to the PEM-West B observed concentrations.
In Figure 7 we compare model-calculated wet deposition rates over China to depo-
sition rates reported by Ding et al. [1995] for the spring of 1993 from 81 precipitation
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monitoring sites located throughout China (73 of these were located east of the 100oE
meridian where most of the anthropogenic SOx is emitted). To filter out the high
level of spatial variability found in this data set, we averaged the data from Ding et
al. [1995] into 5 individual 10o x 10o grid averages using geometric means), and it is
these averages that are presented in Figure 7. When we consider the deposition over
the eastern portion of China, the model-calculated and observed deposition rates are
in good agreement. The geometric mean of the observed deposition rates for the five
10o x 10o grid boxes is 0.12 g SO−24 /m
2/month and the model-calculated mean for
the same spatial domain is also 0.12 g SO−24 /m
2/month. The geometric of deposition
rates observed at 73 sites east of the 100oE meridian is 0.10 g SO−24 /m
2/month. How-
ever, while the overall observed and model-calculated deposition rates are in good
agreement, inspection of Figure 7 indicates that there are some spatial discrepancies.
Generally the observations show an overall trend toward decreasing deposition rates
as one travels northward from southern China. The model-calculated distribution,
on the other hand, predicts a maximum in deposition in central China and decreas-
ing rates to the south as well as the north. A possible cause for this discrepancy
is the fact that the dynamical portion of the model itself is not able to accurately
reproduce the spatial distribution of precipitation over China [Giorgi et al., 1999].
However, here again it is relevant to note that for the purpose of accurately predict-
ing SOx export from East Asia it is more critical that the model correctly simulate
the overall SOx deposition rate than the spatial distribution of the deposition. It is
also relevant to note that the spatial distribution in sulfate deposition over China
calculated here and illustrated in Figure 7 is quite similar to that obtained by Xu
and Carmichael [1999] from the Acid Deposition Module in RAINS-ASIA (Regional































































































































































































































































































































































































2.3.2 East Asian SOx budget and export
During the months of February, March, and April, a total of 1.39, 1.32, and 1.24
Tg of S are emitted into our model domain, respectively. Figure 8 illustrates the
ultimate fate of these emissions. On average we see that roughly 35% of the total
emissions is returned to the model domain by wet deposition from large-scale clouds
and a similar amount is returned by dry deposition. Another approximate 10% is
returned by wet deposition from convective clouds. The remaining 20% is exported
out of the model domain. Note also that there is relatively little change in the SOx
budget over the 3-month simulation period. The most significant change appears to be
a slight increase in SOx removal by clouds as the simulation progressed from February
to April because of increased rainfall within the period. (In both observations and
our model-calculations, the transition from winter to spring is generally accompanied
by a weakening in the continental high-pressure system lying over the East Asian
subcontinent. This leads to a decrease in atmospheric stability and an increase in
precipitation over the model domain.) However, this increase in wet removal is largely
compensated for by a decrease in dry removal, and, as a result, there is little change
in the net rate of SOx export over the 3 months.
Because of the increase in precipitation over the simulation period, wet deposition
becomes increasingly important in the sulfur budget as we progress from February to
the end of April. Thus the ratio of wet deposition to dry deposition is 1.0 in February,
1.3 in March and 1.75 in April. By comparison, Xu and Carmichael [1999] predicted
a decrease in the ratio of wet-to-dry deposition over Asia from February to April (i.e.,
1.6 in February, 1.2 in April). One possible reason for this discrepancy is the fact that
while we assumed that SO2 emissions in Northern China decreased from February to
April, Xu and Carmichael [1999] assumed constant emissions. Because precipitation
is small in Northern China in February, the relatively high North-China SO2 emissions


























































































































wet-to-dry deposition as compared to that obtained by Xu and Carmichael [1999]. It
should also be noted that the domain of the Xu and Carmichael [1999] model included
the Indian subcontinent, while ours did not. Since April tends to be an extremely
hot and dry month over India, this would favor relatively small wet-to-dry deposition
ratios when compared to those obtained from our model.
2.3.2.1 Morphology of the SOx Export
Figure 9 categorizes the SOx exported from the model domain for each of the
three months of the simulation as a function of both chemical form (i.e., SO2 or
SO2−4 ) and the model boundary through which the export was calculated to have
occurred. Inspection of the figure reveals that the vast majority of the SOx-export
occurred in the form of SO2−4 and was accomplished by advection through the eastern
boundary of our model domain (i.e.,into the North Pacific Ocean). These results are
not surprising: (i) given the relatively fast rates of SO2-to-SO
2−
4 conversion generally
found in the atmosphere [Walcek et al., 1990; Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998], one would
expect to find most of the exported SOx in the form of SO
2−
4 ; and (ii) since the
prevailing winds between 20oN and 50oN during the simulation period are westerly,
most of the export would be expected to be through the eastern boundary of the
model domain.
Since SO2−4 is generally longer-lived when it is present in the free troposphere
than when it is in the boundary layer, it is also interesting to consider the altitude
dependence of the SOx export. Figure 10 illustrates this dependence for the case of
SOx-export through the eastern boundary. We see that most of the export occurs
in the middle of the free troposphere, around 500 hpa, where the product of SOx
concentration and zonal winds are at a maximum. Benkovitz et al. [1994] also noted
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Figure 9: Monthly averaged (February to April) rate of SOx export by model bound-
ary and chemical form.
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Figure 10: Sulfur flux (in µgS/m2/s) through the east boundary of the domain,
averaged from February to April.
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2.3.2.2 Intra-regional exchange of SOx
The transport and subsequent deposition of pollutants such as SOx can trigger
environmental concerns at the regional and national level, especially if the transport
occurs across political boundaries. In this section we address this issue by considering
the sources and sinks of anthropogenic SOx within 6 subregions of the model domain.
These subregions were chosen by first dividing the model domain into a continental
and an oceanic portion and then further dividing the continental portion into five
subregions on the basis of either national and/or regional identities. As indicated in
Figure 3, the resulting 6 subregions are: (i) China (including Mongolia); (ii) South
Russia/East Kazakhstan; (iii) Southeast Asia; (iv) Korea (including both North and
South Korea); (v) Japan; and (vi) Ocean. We calculated sulfur emission from and
deposition into each of the subregion.
Figure 11 summarizes the contributions of each subregion to the overall emission
and deposition of SOx over the 3-month simulation period. We find that China is, by
far, the largest player in the overall budget of anthropogenic SOx. China is estimated
to be responsible for about 85% of the total emissions. On the other hand China
receives back a little more than 45% of the total emissions in the form of wet and
dry deposition. Thus we estimate that China exports almost 50% of its emissions to
locations outside its borders during the late winter and early spring when continental
outflow conditions predominate.
While three of the other four continental subregions (Southeast Asia, Korea, and
Japan) are responsible for much smaller amounts of SOx emissions, they are all, nev-
ertheless, calculated to be net exporters of anthropogenic SOx (i.e., the S emissions
from the region are greater than the depositions to the region). This is even true of
Korea and Japan, even though they are both situated ’downwind’ of China during
the simulated period. Moreover, while the South Russia/East Kazakhstan subregion

































































































































































somewhat misleading. Note in Figure 3 that only small portions of Russia and Kaza-
khstan are included in our model domain, and, by setting the boundary conditions
for SOx at background levels in our simulations, we essentially precluded any import
of SOx from more northerly locales in the two nations.
Finally, note in Figure 11 that we estimate that about 50% of the total SOx
emissions is exported out of the continental subregions. A little more than one-half
of this exported fraction is deposited in the ocean subregion of our model domain
and the remainder is exported out of the model domain. Xu and Carmichael [1999]
estimate about 30% of the sulfur emission, both natural and anthropogenic, from
Asia is transported out of domain in winter and spring. By contrast, Chin et al.
[2000b] estimated that, on an annual bases, only about 11% of anthropogenic sulfur
emitted in eastern Asia is transported to the neighboring oceans. Our export rate is
in their range and reflects our focus on the high continental outflow season, February
to April, of the East Asia.
2.4 Discussion and Conclusion
Regional model simulations of the emission, transport, and deposition of anthro-
pogenic SOx from East Asia suggest that about 20% of the SOx emitted from the
region is exported during the late winter/early spring when continental outflow con-
ditions predominate. Most of this exported SOx is in the form of SO
2−
4 and occurs
through the eastern boundary of our model domain (i.e., into the North Pacific Ocean)
and in the middle portion of the free troposphere.
On a mass basis, we estimate that about 0.17 Tg of S as SO2−4 and 0.03 Tg of S
as SO2 are transported each month from the East Asian subcontinent to the North
Pacific Ocean during the late winter/early spring period. By comparison, estimates
of the natural source of S to the North Pacific from emissions of dimethylsulfide
range from about 0.1 to 0.3 Tg per month [cf., Bates et al., 1987; Chen et al., 1999]
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and the total global sources of S due to natural processes have been estimated at
about 2 - 3.5Tg of S per month [Berresheim et al., 1996]. It should be borne in
mind, however, that not all of the sulfur from natural emission is converted to sulfate
aerosol [Berresheim et al., 1996]. The SOx-export from East Asia, on the other hand,
was found to have been mostly SO2−4 and to be in the free troposphere, where SO
2−
4
tends to be longer lived and stronger zonal winds favor more rapid transport. Thus
it would appear that the export of anthropogenic SOx from East Asia during the
late winter and early spring is probably large enough to significantly perturb sulfate
aerosol concentrations over the North Pacific Ocean and perhaps even on larger and
more global scales.
While China was found to be the largest contributor to the export of SOx from
East Asia, all the nations/continental subregions of East Asia were found to be net
exporters of SOx and thus they all bear some responsibility for the SOx-export during
continental outflow conditions.
An encouraging implication of China’s large role in SOx export from East Asia
is the fact that it is now believed that SOx emissions from China have reached their
peak and will be declining in the coming decades [Streets and Waldhoff, 1999; van
Aardenne et al., 1999]. Thus it seems reasonable to expect that SOx export from East
Asia will also be declining in the coming decades. A potential complication to this
scenario arises from the fact that most of export occurs within the mid-troposphere.
For example, if the strength of convective transport over East Asia should increase
in the coming decades due to climate change, it could offset some of the potential
reductions in SOx export that might be expected from decreases in SOx anthropogenic
emissions. Measurements of the altitude profile of SO2−4 within the East Asian plume
as it advects into the North Pacific could provide some insight into this conjecture.
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CHAPTER III
AN EVALUATION OF THE TRACE-P
EMISSION INVENTORIES FROM CHINA
USING A REGIONAL MODEL AND
CHEMICAL MEASUREMENTS
3.1 Introduction
In order to assess the possible impacts of anthropogenic pollutants on local, re-
gional, and global scales, an accurate and comprehensive emission inventory is needed.
However, several recent studies indicate that significant inaccuracies may exist in
the inventory for pollutant emissions from East Asia, and especially for that of car-
bon monoxide (CO) [Kasibhatla et al., 2002; Kiley et al., 2003; Palmer et al., 2003;
Carmicheal et al., 2003]. CO pollution arises primarily from the incomplete combus-
tion of fossil fuel and biomass. It is also produced from the oxidation of anthropogenic
and natural hydrocarbons. The abundance of CO has large impact on the oxidizing
capacity of the Earth’s atmosphere, therefore it will indirectly affect the lifetime of
other air pollutants and greenhouse gases [Logan et al., 1981; Seindeld and Pandis,
1998].
Kasibhatla et al. [2002] applied an inverse modeling technique using a global
chemistry model (GEOS-CHEM) and NOAA/CMDL background CO measurements,
and concluded that CO emissions estimated by the EDGAR/GEIA inventory [Olivier
et al, 1996] from fossil fuel and biofuel combustion in East Asia are underestimated
by a factor of 1.5, or 110-140 Tg/yr, and that CO emissions from biomass burning are
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underestimated by a factor of 2 or 60 Tg/yr. More recently, Kiley et al. [2003], Palmer
et al. [2003], and Carmicheal et al.[2003] concluded, on the basis of a comparison
between model calculations and TRACE-P airborne measurements over the western
North Pacific Ocean near the coast of China, that CO emissions from East Asia are
underestimated by the TRACE-P inventory prepared by Streets et al. [2003]; this
later inventory is similar to the Asian part of the GEIA inventory. The posteriori
CO emission inventory derived by Palmer et al. [2003] has an additional 60 Tg/yr of
emissions from fossil and biofuel burning in China over that of the TRACE-P emission
inventory; this represents a factor of 1.5 increase in CO emissions from these sectors.
On the other hand, Carmichael et al. [2003] concluded that the underestimate in CO
emissions arose from domestic sources in central China, and they estimate that these
emissions need to be increased in the TRACE-P inventory by a factor of 3-5.
Thus, while there appears to be a consensus among previous investigators that
CO emission from East Asia are underestimated, there are significant differences
in the magnitude of the underestimate and in the identity of the sources that are
responsible for these additional emissions. In this study we use simultaneous mea-
surements of gas and particulate matter pollutants at Linan, a rural site in China,
during November, 1999 [Wang et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2002] in combination with a
regional climate/chemistry model to evaluate the TRACE-P emission inventory for
CO, SO2, and particulate carbonaceous matter (PC).
Our approach has a number of aspects that set it apart from the aforementioned
studies. Kasibhatla et al. [2002] used a global model and globally-distributed mea-
surements of CO at CMDL background monitoring sites. Palmer et al. [2003] also
used a global model, but, instead of globally-distributed measurements, TRACE-P
measurements made during a number of flights off the coast of China during February-
April, 2001. Carmichael et al., [2003] also used the TRACE-P measurements, but
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in this case a regional model. The study of Kiley et al. [2003] is based on inter-
comparison of four global and three regional models. In our case, we use a regional
model, similar to that of Carmichael et al., [2003], but, in contrast to all the other in-
vestigators, make use of more detailed and continuous chemical measurements from a
site within one of the most populated and industrialized regions of China. While this
might make our results more susceptible to local influences, it makes them less depen-
dent on uncertainties related to the simulation of long-range transport and chemical
transformations, and it minimizes the confounding influence of emissions from other
regions of the globe. Moreover, unlike the investigators who used the TRACE-P
measurements, our approach makes use of an entire month of near-continuous obser-
vations. This perhaps makes our results less susceptible to the influences of episodic
anomalies. Uncertainties related to the simulation of transport and meteorological
phenomena are further reduced by the availability of simultaneous data on multiple
gaseous and particulate species. This allows us to compare model-calculated and
observed ratios of species concentrations in addition to their absolute concentrations,
and concentration ratios should be less dependent upon transport and meteorological
influences.
As noted above, our analysis focuses on the month of November. We chose this
month since this was the only time when simultaneous measurements of both gaseous
and particulate species were made at the Linan site, and the availability of both
gaseous and particulate measurements provides a valuable constraint for evaluating
the model results. However, there are other advantages to our November focus.
Regional air pollution episodes over eastern China are frequent and severe during
this month [Luo et al., 2000]. During November, the influence of dust storms and
boreal fires tends to be at a minimum and the dominant wind flow out of the north-
west minimizes the influx of pollutants from biomass burning in Southeast Asia.
This allows us to use the data to focus on pollutant emissions from China. Moreover,
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the climatology over China during month of November tends to be characterized by
relatively stable conditions and relatively little precipitation. This reduces model
uncertainties related to the simulation of convective transport, cloud processing, and
wet deposition.
3.2 Climate-Chemistry Modeling System
3.2.1 Model description
Our simulations make use of a modified version of the regional three-dimensional
coupled climate-chemistry modeling system used by Chameides et al., [1999ab, 2002a],
Luo et al. [2000], Giorgi et al. [2002]. The modeling system consists of two compo-
nents: the aforementioned NCAR Regional Climate Model (RegCM2) [Giorgi, 1993
ab, 1999, 2002] which provides the meteorological fields that drive a chemical trans-
port model; and an enhanced version of Regional Acid Deposition Model (RADM)
[Luo et al., 2000]. RegCM is built upon the PSU/NCAR MM4 and is equivalent to
the hydrostatic version of the current MM5 with additional and modified versions
of several parameterizations needed for long-term climate simulations. RADM was
originally developed by Chang et al. [1987]. The version we used is based on the
one used and evaluated for East Asia by Luo et al. [2000] with a number of updates
and modifications as described below. More detailed description of the RegCM and
RADM can be found in above references.
Our model domain for RegCM is the same that mentioned in Chapter 1 and 2,
which covers the major part of East Asia, i.e. ∼ 80-160o E in east-west direction
and 10-55o N in the south-north direction with 60km × 60 km horizontal grid cells
on a Lambert conformal projection and 15 vertical levels on σ coordinates that top-
off at 80 hpa. Five of the vertical layers are within the planetary boundary layer.
The RADM model domain is slightly smaller than that of RegCM, since the outmost
domain in RegCM is the region where RegCM simulation is nudging to the large scale
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lateral boundaries. Prior to simulating the gas and aerosol distribution of November,
1999, both RegCM and RADM are run for a two month spin-up period.
In this study we made several modifications to the version of RADM used by Luo
[2000]. The photochemical reaction rates have been updated based on Sander [2003].
RADM now uses the same vertical resolution as RegCM, i.e., 14 layers instead of 6 as
in Luo et al. [2000]. The dry deposition of species is calculated using a resistance-in-
series module that accounts for seasonal variations in land-surface character and the
specific physical/chemical properties of the depositing tracer species [Walcek et al.,
1986; Wesely, 1989; Walmsley and Wesely, 1996]. Some improvements to the original
deposition scheme of Wesely [1989] include calculating the aerodynamic resistance
based on Jacobson [1999] and Byun et al. [1999], the surface resistance over tundra
based on Jacob et al. [1992], the surface resistance of NO2 based on Ganzeveld [1995],
and the surface resistance of SO2 over snow based on Valdez[1987] and Ganzeveld
[1998]. Our model calculated dry deposition velocities are within the range of ob-
served velocities [Ganzeveld et al. 1998 and reference within] and comparable to
other regional and global models results: EPA Model-3 [Hu et al., 2003], GO-CART
[Chin et al., 2000a], and ECHAM [Ganzeveld, et al., 1998]. A detailed description of
the chemical transport model used in this study, as well as the modifications we have
made to the model, has been documented in the Appendix A.
In the previous applications of the modeling system (eg. Luo et al., 2000), RADM
and RegCM used different land-cover/land-use datasets. In order provide consistency
between the models, the Global Land Cover Characterization (GLCC) 30′′ dataset
is used to derive the land surface types for our model domain and used as inputs to
both RegCM and RADM. (The two models require different landuse categorizations,
and so somewhat different aggregations were used.)
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3.2.2 Emission inventory
Estimates of anthropogenic emissions of air pollutants that were specifically fo-
cused on East Asia began in the early 1990’s and have been continuously improved
[Fujita, et al., 1991; Kato and Akimoto, 1992; Akimoto and Narita, 1994; Arndt
and Carmichael, 1997; Klimont et al., 2001; Streets et al., 2000ab, 2001abc]. Most
recently, Streets et al. [2003] developed an emission inventory of gaseous and pri-
mary aerosols for the year 2000 for NASA TRACE-P [Jacob et al., 2003;] and the
NSF/NOAA ACE-Asia experiments [Huebert et al., 2003]. It is one of the most com-
prehensive and updated study of anthropogenic emissions from East Asia to date.
The inventory includes all major sources of pollutants for essentially the entire East
Asian region on various spatial scales. In our model simulations, we made use of
the TRACE-P inventories provided with resolution of 1o x 1o and the 30’ x 30’, and
obtained similar results. The calculations presented here used the 1o x 1o inventory.
Figure 12 illustrates the spatial distribution of the TRACE-P CO, SO2, and
particulate carbonaceous (PC) aerosols emissions interpolated to our model grid and
Figure 13 illustrates the total CO, SO2, and PC emissions by source type or sector.
The spatial distribution of the CO, SO2, and PC emissions are quite similar, with
large sources located near the major urban-industrial centers (e.g., Beijing, Shanghai,
Chengdu). However, because significant amounts of CO are emitted by biomass
burning, domestic sources, and transport-related sources, their emissions tend to be
somewhat more disperse than that of SO2, whose emissions are dominated by point
sources. This will turn out to be an important distinction in our later discussion on
the identity of the additional sources of CO that we conclude are needed to rationalize
model simulations with observations.
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Figure 12: Spatial distribution in the annual average emission rate of CO, SO2, and
particulate carbonaceous in 2000. It is interpolated from the TRACE-P inventory
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Figure 13: Contributions of various source-types to the total SO2, CO, and Partic-




The meteorological fields needed to drive the RADM simulations are provided
by the RegCM. The large-scale boundary and initial conditions used to drive the
RegCM simulations are obtained from the NCEP reanalysis data provided by the
NOAA-CIRES Climate Diagnostics Center, Boulder, Colorado, USA, from their Web
site at http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/. These data are available 4 times per day on a 2.5o
x 2.5o grid at the surface and different pressure levels.
Figure 14 illustrates the monthly averaged NCEP and RegCM simulated tempera-
ture (T) and humidity (Qv) fields at the surface and 500 hpa over our model domain
for November 1999. In general, the RegCM simulations reproduced the monthly-
averaged spatial distribution of the NCEP reanalysis data over both the surface and
mid-troposphere. One noticeable difference is that the simulated temperature and
humidity over central to south China are slightly lower than those of NCEP. These
differences maybe due, at least in part, to differences in the topographies used for the
NCEP and RegCM grids.
Figure 15 illustrates the time series of temperature, humidity, wind components (u
and v), and wind speed (w) measured at the sampling site, Linan, during November,
1999, as well as the values appropriately interpolated to the Linan site’s location from
NCEP-Reanalysis data and RegCM simulations. The RegCM simulated temperature
and Qv generally follow the trend of the two set of measurements. During the early
November, however, the RegCM temperature is several degrees lower than both mea-
surements. RegCM winds agree with NCEP data quite well in both magnitude and
directions with some fluctuations. One significant difference is on November 15, when
the NCEP wind speed is much larger than that of RegCM simulation. We checked
the NCEP data and found that there was a strong frontal system, with meridional
winds (v) as high as 20 m/s, just off the coast of China, i.e. about 150-200 km away
from Linan. Since the original NCEP data have a horizontal resolution of 2.5o (i.e.
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Figure 14: Average temperature, T (K) and humidity, Qv (kg/kg) at the surface
and 500 hpa during November, 1999 from the NCEP Reanalysis data and the RegCM
simulation.
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∼ 240 km), the high v-value at Linan in the NCEP data may reflect errors produced
from the interpolation of coarsely gridded data to a specific point.
In summary, while episodic inconsistencies exist between the RegCM simulations
and the meteorological observations, it appears that the RegCM provides a reasonable
reproduction of average conditions during the month of November, 1999 (see Figure
14). This suggests that the RegCM-RADM modeling system used here will not be
able to accurately simulate the day-to-day variations in pollutant concentrations at
a specific grid point in the model domain. On the other hand, if other aspects of
the modeling system are accurate, it should be able to do a reasonable job on longer
weekly to monthly time scales. This was in fact found to be the case when this
modeling system’s ability to simulate ozone pollution episodes over East Asia was
evaluated by Luo et al., [2000].
3.2.4 Model results
Figure 16 illustrates the monthly averaged CO, SO2 and particulate C during
November, 1999 simulated by RADM. Their spatial distributions generally follow
the pattern of their emissions (Figure 12). In Figure 17 we plot the time series
of gaseous and particulate species simulated by RADM at Linan, and Table 8 lists
the monthly-averaged model simulated concentrations for a number of key gaseous
pollutants. Figure 17 and Table 8 also include measured concentrations, these are
discussed below.
3.3 Observations
An intense field campaign to monitor the concentrations of gaseous and aerosol
species was carried out at a rural site, Linan, in the Yangtze Delta of China in
November 1999. Gaseous species, including SO2, CO, NOy, and O3 were measured





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 8: Arithmetic Mean of Measured and Model Simulated Gaseous and Partic-
ulate Species at Linan in November, 1999.





Meas 1 c Model d Meas 2c Model d
SO2−4 21.2 13.4 16.3 14.6
NO−3 7.74 3.5 5.94 3.8
NH+4 8.56 6.05 7.52 6.62
PC 35.0 15.8 28.2 16.7






4 , and PC : µg/m
3
a Monthly average of hourly measurement by Wang et al., 2002.
b Monthly average of model results.
c Monthly average of daily measurements by Xu et al., 2002, where ’Meas 1’ and
’Meas 2’ are two sets of measurements made by different instruments and covered
slightly different time period: ’Meas 1’ included 33 24-hour filter samples taken over
a period spanning Oct. 29 - Dec. 1, 1999, ’Meas 2’ included 27 24-hour filter samples
taken from Nov. 4 - Nov. 30, 1999.
d Average of model simulations over the same time period as aforementioned ’Meas 1’
and ’Meas 2’.
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In this work we use the measurements of CO, SO2, and particulate SO
2−
4 and
carbon to compare to our model simulations in order to assess the accuracy of the
TRACE-P emissions inventory for CO, SO2, and carbonaceous aerosols. Because of
uncertainties in the measurements of reactive nitrogen by Wang et al. [2002] (see for
example, NARSTO, 2000), we do not consider the NOy measurements made at Linan
and do not address issues related to the emission inventory for NOx. Because of un-
certainties in the division of particulate carbon emissions and ambient concentrations
to organic C and elemental C (see for example, Chameides and Bergin, [2002b]), we
only consider the sum of all particulate carbon in our analyses.
The Linan observatory (30.4o N, 119.7o E, 132m) is surrounded by crop fields
and plantations which is typical of rural areas in east China. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 18, the station is 40-50 km west to Hangzhou (population ∼ 1 million), and
about 200 km southwest of Shanghai, the largest city of China with a population
∼ 12 million. Even though Linan is considered a rural site, it often experiences air
pollution episodes that cause significant spikes in the concentrations of CO, SO2,
NOy, O3, and particulate matter [Chameides et al., 1999a; Luo et al., 2000; Wang
et al., 2002; Xu et al, 2002]. This was clearly the case in November, 1999. As
illustrated in Figure 17, the period was marked by a number of occasions when
CO exceeded 1 ppmv and SO2 exceeded 50 ppbv. The monthly average concentra-
tions of pollutants at Linan were also quite high (see Table 8). The average CO
at Linan was ∼ 760 ppb for November 1999. By contrast the average CO at 36
northern hemisphere NOAA/CMDL background sites is only 111 ppb for the same
month (http://www.cmdl.noaa.gov/). The average SO2 of 19.8 ppb at Linan is higher
than averaged annual mean SO2 concentration measured at urban, suburban, and ru-
ral sites in United States (http://www.epa.gov/airtrends/index.html). At the same
time, the PM2.5 and PM10 mean concentration measured at Linan of 90 µg/m
3 and
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Figure 18: Location of the Linan sampling site (30o 17’N, 119o 45’E, 132 m) su-
perimposed over a surface elevation map of the model domain. Also indicated: three
major source areas: Beijing, (40o 02’N, 116o 10’E), Shanghai(31o 14’N, 121o29’E), and
the Sichuan Basin (∼ 28-32oN, 103-107oE); and four Subregions used to study the im-
pacts of emission at different spatial scales on the model-calculated concentrations of
species at Linan. The subregions are Subregion A, a 600 km × 600 km area centered
at Linan; Subregion B, a 1200 km × 1200 km area centered at Linan; Subregion C,
a north-south corridor that includes Beijing; and Subregion D, an east-west corridor
that includes the Sichuan Basin.
98 µg/m3 are 5 and 1 times higher than the US EPA NAAQS promulgated to pro-
tect human health, i.e. 15 µg/m3 for PM2.5 and 50 µg/m3 for PM10 respectively
(http://www.epa.gov/air/criteria.html). Thus the measurements from Linan pro-
vide a database that has been significantly impacted by anthropogenic emission from
China and, as a result, well-suited for analyzing the accuracy of pollutant emission
inventories for the region.
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3.4 Model-Measurement Comparison
Inspection of Figure 17 reveals a general qualitative similarity between the model-
calculated and observed temporal variations in the concentrations of the gaseous and
particulate species of interest during November, 1999. On the other hand, while both
observations and model-calculated species exhibit significant day-to-day variability,
the timing of the observed concentration spikes does not always correspond to the
timing of the model-calculated spikes. Moreover, the model-calculated concentrations
generally vary more smoothly with time than do the observed concentrations. As
discussed in detail by Luo et al. [2000] this is to be expected when comparing day-to-
day variations in observations at a specific locale with concentrations calculated using
a regional modeling system of the sort used here. In this work, therefore, we focus
on a more appropriate comparison: namely between monthly-averaged observed and
model-calculated concentrations.
Inspection of Table 8 indicates significant differences in the simulated and ob-
served monthly-averaged concentrations at Linan with the model results well below
the observations in all but one case (NOy). A comparison of the percentile distribu-
tions in the modeled and measured concentrations (Figure 19 ab) indicates that much
of the model-calculated underestimate arises from the fact that there were a signifi-
cant number of observations with especially high concentrations that are not reflected
in the model simulations. It is quite possible that these discrepancies, especially for
the higher percentile concentrations, are due, at least in part, to incommensurability
between the model-calculated and measured concentrations [NARSTO, 2000]. While,
in our case, the model-calculated concentrations represent averages over a 60 km x 60
km x 70 m grid, the observations are at a single point in space and are thus subject to
short-term perturbations caused by local emissions and sub-grid scale meteorological
processes. To limit these influences, we make two adjustments to the method used to
calculate the observed averaged concentrations: 1. we use geometric means instead
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of arithmetic means; and 2. we limit the comparison of gaseous species to the after-
noon hours when the air at the sampling site is ’photochemically aged’ (i.e., when
O3 >35 ppbv) [Trainer et al., 1993; Parrish et al, 1993]. Since Linan is a rural site,
there is little afternoon titration of O3 by local NO sources, and as a result ∼ 80%
of the afternoon data collected at Linan qualify as being photochemically aged. The
use of geometric means (measure of central tendency) tends to limit the influence of
short-term concentration spikes on the resulting averages, and the requirement for
photochemically-aged air during the afternoon increases the probability that the air
being sampled is well-mixed and thus more representative of the area surrounding the
sampling site [Trainer et al., 1993; Parrish et al, 1993]. (Note that in making the com-
parison between model-calculated and measured particulate matter concentrations we
could not limit the comparison to the afternoon hours or to photochemically-aged air,
since the measurements are based on filter samples collected over 24-hour intervals.)
Finally to limit the influence of model uncertainties related to the simulation of
the boundary layer and transport, we compare model-calculated and observed ratios
of species’ concentrations as well as absolute species concentrations. Since chemical
species are all impacted by boundary-layer mixing and transport processes equally,
the use of ratios should tend to normalize out model errors arising from the inaccurate
simulation of these processes and thereby allow us to focus on inaccuracies related
to the emission inventories (see for example, Parrish et al., [1991]; Chameides et al.,
[1992]).
A comparison of the resulting monthly geometric means of measured and model-
calculated concentrations and concentration ratios of gaseous and particulate species
are presented in Table 9 and Table 10, respectively. In the case of the comparison of
particulate concentrations in Table 10, comparisons with two sets of measurements
carried out using somewhat different instrumentation and spanning somewhat differ-



























































































































































































































period spanning Oct. 29 - Dec. 1, 1999 while Meas 2 involved analyses of 27 24-hour
filter samples taken from Nov. 4 - Nov. 30, 1999. Inspection of the Tables, reveals
that while the model-simulated monthly average SO2 was quite close to the observed
average, the model-simulated averages for CO, particulate SO2−4 , and particulate C
are all significantly underestimated. When we compare the ratio of CO-to-SO2, we
find that the model-calculated ratio is ∼ 30 % smaller than that of the measurements.
Figure 19 illustrates that modeled CO concentration at each percentile range (10, 25,
50, 75, and 90) is smaller than that of measurements while modeled SO2 is confined
in the range of measured values. In the case of the comparison of particulate concen-
trations, we find better agreement between the model and Meas 2 than between the
model and Meas 1. However, in both cases, the underestimate in PC is larger than
that of particulate SO2−4 , and the model-calculated ratio of particulate SO
2−
4 -to-PC
ratio is ∼ 30% lower than that of measurements.
3.4.1 Test runs with increased emissions
A modeling system such as the one used here contains a variety of uncertain inputs
and parameters that could in principle give rise to the inconsistencies between model-
calculated and observed concentrations and concentration ratios discussed above. Ex-
amples, include the description of landuse and land cover, the parameterizations for
dry and wet deposition, the photochemical mechanism, and boundary layer mixing,
as well the pollutant emission rates. We have attempted to examine the sensitivity
of our model results to many of these uncertainties, and, with the exception of the
emission rates, were unable to find a reasonable adjustment in model inputs and pa-
rameterizations that was able to uniformly improve model performance with respect
to the observations at Linan. For example, while downward adjustments in OH con-
centrations can lead to model-calculated CO concentrations that are closer to the
observations, they make the simulated SO2 and SO
2−
4 concentrations further from
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Table 9: Measured and Model Simulated Geometric Mean of Gaseous Species Con-
centration (ppb) and CO to SO2 Ratios at Linan, China in November, 1999.
Species Measurementa Model b Diff (%)c
CO 683 479 -30
O3 44
+ 38 -14
SO2 11.5 11.5 0.4
NOy
@ 10.1 13.2 30.7
CO : SO2 59 42 -28.8
∆CO∗ : SO2 50 33 -34
a Selected photochemically aged air from measurements by Wang et al., 2002. Pho-
tochemically aged air denotes the measurements made at afternoon (12:00 - 18:00)
when the ozone is higher than 35 ppb
b Model simulations for the local afternoon 12:00-18:00.
c Difference of model simulations is calculated as: Diff (%) = (Model - Measurement)
/Measurement *100
+ Monthly geometric mean of measured ozone (12:00-18:00).
∗ CO increment with respect to the background concentration. Measured CO back-
ground level is 111 ppb based on monthly average of CO measured at 36 North Hemi-
sphere NOAA/CMDL background sites in November 1999; model uses 100 ppb as
background CO level.
@ Because of uncertainties in the measurements of reactive nitrogen by Wang et al.
[2002] (see for example, NARSTO, 2000), we do not consider the NOy measurements
made at Linan and do not address issues related to the emission inventory for NOx
Table 10: Comparison of Geometric Mean of Model Simulated Particle Concentra-
tion (µg/m3) with Measurements Made at Linan, China in November 1999.
Meas 1a Model Diff(%)b Meas 2a Model Diff (%)b
SO2−4 17.7 10.1 -43 15.0 12.1 -19
NO−3
@ 5.4 3.3 -40 4.8 3.8 -22
NH+4
@ 7.1 4.9 -31 6.8 5.7 -16
Particulate C 29.2 14.3 -51 24.6 15.6 -37
SO2−4 : PC 0.61 0.71 16 0.61 0.78 28
a Measurements made by Xu et al., 2002. ’Meas 1’ and ’Meas 2’ are described in
Table 8.
c Difference of model simulations is calculated as: Diff (%) = (Model - Measurement)
/Measurement *100
@ Because of uncertainties in the measurements and model simulations of particulate
nitrate and particulate ammonium, we do not address issues related to their emission
inventory.
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Table 11: Description of Various Test Runs.
Descriptions
STND MOD Simulations driven by TRACE-P emissions inventory
2 CO MOD Simulations driven by doubled CO emissions
2 PC MOD Simulations driven by doubled PC emissions
3 PC MOD Simulations driven by tripled PC emissions
the observations. Similarly adjustments to the boundary layer mixing heights in the
model in order to improve CO, particulate SO2−4 , and PC would have little effect on
the CO:SO2 and particulate SO
2−
4 :PC ratios and would worsen the simulated SO2.
Increases in dry deposition velocities improve the simulated CO:SO2 ratio, but do not




Of all the sensitivity tests we carried out, the only adjustment that uniformly
improved the model-predicted concentrations of all relevant species and species ratios
were the tests involving an increase in the emissions of CO and PC. To illustrate
this, we summarize in Table 11 the results of three additional model runs: ’2 CO
MOD’ with CO emissions increased uniformly by factor a 2 and ’2 PC MOD’ and
’3 PC MOD’ with PC emissions increased by factors of 2 and 3, respectively. Not
surprisingly, since CO and PC are primary pollutants an increase in the emissions of
these species leads to an approximate proportionate increase in their model-simulated
concentrations, bringing them more in line with the observations. An interesting and
somewhat unexpected result is the fact that increasing the PC emissions also leads
to an increase in the model-simulated particulate SO2−4 concentrations and brings
it closer to the measured value as well. This occurs because the model includes a
heterogeneous pathway for converting SO2 to particulate SO
2−
4 (see Chameides et
al., [2002a]), and, thus an increase in the concentration of PC increases the rate of
production of particulate SO2−4 and, in turn, its concentration.
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Because the CO and PC concentrations vary in an approximate linear fashion
with their emissions, we can use the results summarized in Table 12 to estimate the
percentage increase in CO and PC emissions that would be needed to bring the model-
simulations into agreement with the observations. For CO, the estimated increase is
about 52% (i.e., a factor of 1.52 over the TRACE-P emissions). For PC the increase is
100% for Meas 1 and 60% for Meas 2. If the increase occurred uniformly throughout
China and throughout the year, it would correspond to 61 Tg of CO yr−1 and 2.5 -
4.5 Tg of PC yr−1. The underestimates quantified based on this study is within the
range of uncertainties suggested by Streets et al. [2003] for CO (± 185%), BC (±
360%), and OC (± 450%).
3.4.2 Estimate of the spatial extent of the required emissions increase
Based on the above analysis, we conclude that the CO and PC emissions are under-
estimated by about 50 and 60-100% respectively. We then estimated the magnitude
of the emissions increase that would be needed if that increase were spread over the
whole domain. However, our analysis is based on a comparison with measurements
at one site, and it may not be appropriate to conclude that the underestimation we
inferred from these measurements is applicable to the whole domain. In this sec-
tion we present model simulations in which we increased CO and PC emissions over
four subregions of the model domain surrounding Linan to determine the minimum
spatial extent required for the emissions increase. The subregions are in Figure 18:
Subregion A comprises a 600 km x 600 km box with Linan at the center; Subregion
B a 1200 km x 1200 km box with Linan at the center; Subregion C a 600 km x 1800
km rectangle that includes emissions from Beijing, a major source of pollutants; and
subregion D a 2000 km x 600 km rectangle that includes emissions from the Sichuan
Basin but not Beijing.
Table 13 summarizes the results of a series of model runs in which CO emissions
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Table 12: Comparison of Simulated Geometric Mean of the Gas and Aerosol Con-
centration together with Their Ratios from Different Test Runs with Geometric Mean
of Measured Photochemically Aged Air.
Meas a STND MOD b 2 CO MOD b
CO (ppb) 684 479 848
SO2 (ppb) 11.5 11.5 10.8
Meas 1 a STND MOD 2 PC MODb 3 PC MODb
Sulfate(µg/m3) 17.7 10.2 11.8 13.4
PC (µgC/m3) 29.2 14.3 25.5 36.7
Meas 2 a STND MOD 2 PC MOD 3 PC MOD
Sulfate(µg/m3) 15.0 12.2 14.2 16.1
PC (µgC/m3) 24.6 15.6 27.8 39.9
Ratios
Meas STND MOD 2 CO MOD
CO:SO2 60 42 78
∆CO:SO2 51 33 69
Meas 1 STND MOD 2 PC MOD 3 PC MOD
SO2:Sulfate 0.65 1.13 0.94 0.81
PC: Sulfate 1.65 1.41 2.16 2.74
Meas 2 STND MOD 2 PC MOD 3 PC MOD
SO2:Sulfate 0.76 0.94 0.79 0.67
PC: Sulfate 1.64 1.28 1.96 2.49
a ’Meas’: gaseous species measured by Wang et al., 2002; ’Meas 1’, ’Meas 2’: partic-
ulate matter measured by Xu et al., 2002
b Model test runs as defined in Table 4
c Suggested increment of emissions as a factor of the original TRACE-P inventory.
d Required additional emissions in Tg/yr if the emission underestimates are through-
out China.
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Table 13: Percentage of Increase in Model-Calculated CO and Particulate C (PC)
Concentration at Linan for Different Model Test Runs.
CO PC
Model Run (%)∗ Model Run (%) ∗
2 CO MODa 100 2 PC MODa 100
2 CO in Subregion A b 75 2 PC in Subregion A 76
2 CO in Subregion B 89 2 PC in Subregion B 91
2 CO in Subregion C 96 2 PC in Subregion C 96
2 CO in Subregion D 91 2 PC in Subregion D 92
a Test runs that are defined in Table 11.
b Test runs with emissions of CO or PC doubled just in subregion ’A’, ’B’, ’C’, and
’D’, which are defined in Figure 18.
∗ Relative to increment obtained from ’2 CO MOD’ or ’2 PC MOD’ test runs.
and PC were doubled in either the whole model domain or in one of the subregions.
We find that increased emissions in Subregion A is responsible for only about 75%
of the model-calculated increases in CO and PC concentrations in Linan obtained
from a proportionate increases in emissions throughout the whole domain. Further
significant increases in the model-calculated concentrations at Linan are obtained by
including portions of the model domain to the north of Linan, including Beijing (i.e.,
Subregion B and C). Inclusion of emission to the west had a negligible effect (cf.,
results for Subregion D and Subregion B). These results suggest that either: 1. The
required emission increases cover a fairly large portion of China (i.e., virtually the
entire eastern half of China) although they do not necessarily have to cover all of
China and may not include the Sichuan basin; or 2. The emissions increases are
constrained to a smaller area around Linan, for example if the increases are within
the 360,000 km2 area around Linan (Subregion A in Figure 18), then they need to
be 30 - 40% larger than inferred from the extrapolation of our model calculations
discussed in the previous section.
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3.5 The Characteristics of the Missing CO Sources
In this section we use the high resolution, continuous measurements of CO and SO2
at Linan to gain insights into the characteristics of the missing CO source or sources
that we concluded in the previous section are not accounted for in the TRACE-P
emissions inventory. (Because particulate matter measurements at Linan were not
continuous (i.e., 24-hour filter samples collected on selected days), a similar analysis
is not possible for Particulate C emissions.)
3.5.1 Trajectories of high CO plumes
We begin by considering a scatter plot of the measured and model-calculated CO
and SO2 concentrations at Linan (Figure 20). Inspection of the regression lines also
included in the figure reveals that the CO-SO2 regression line for the Standard Model
generally underestimates CO for a given SO2 concentration. The regression line for
the 2 CO Test run, on the other hand, overestimates CO. This is consistent with our
earlier conclusion that CO emissions need to be increased by a factor of ∼ 1.5 to
bring the model-results into agreement with the observations.
It is also interesting to note that the observation data points tend to fall into two
groups: one group that tends to fall close to the regression line from the Standard
Model run, and the other that tends to fall closer to the regression line from the 2 CO
Test run. This suggests, perhaps, that: (i) there were times when the sampling site
was impacted by a set of CO and SO2 sources whose magnitudes were consistent with
the TRACE-P emissions inventory used in the Standard Model; but (ii) other times
when some additional source or sources of CO not accounted for in the TRACE-P
emissions inventory were impacting the sampling site. It is for this second set of
points that an enhanced CO emissions inventory is needed in the model.
Next consider the three observation data points in Figure 20 with the highest
















































































































































































































































































These three data points were all recorded during a single day episode in November 23,
1999. There are two interesting aspect to these data points. Firstly, note that if the
2 CO Test run regression line were extended to higher CO and SO2 concentrations, it
would pass close to them. This implies that the three data points occurred during a
period when the Linan site was impacted by the hypothesized missing CO source(s).
Secondly, note that in addition to the high CO concentrations, these three data
points are characterized by relatively high SO2 concentrations (i.e., > 30 ppbv). This
suggests that the Linan site was impacted by significant emissions of SO2 at the same
time it was impacted by the missing CO source(s). Further insight can be gained
from the back-trajectories for the three air masses that were at Linan when these
high CO concentrations were observed (Figure 21). During the 2 days before arriving
at Linan, each trajectory passed over the urban-industrial centers of Hangzhou and
near one or more large coal-fired power plant. This along with the fact that the high
CO concentrations are accompanied by high SO2 concentrations suggests that the
high CO concentrations from theses data points are associated with urban/industrial
activities and not biomass burning.
To further investigate the identity of the hypothesized missing CO source, we
next plotted the modelled error in CO (i.e., observed CO - calculated CO) as a
function of the observed SO2 concentration (Figure 22). Once again we find that
the points tend to fall into two distributions: one in which the modelled CO error
is small and essentially independent of SO2 and the other in which the modelled
CO error is positively correlated with observed SO2. For these points, the largest CO
underestimations by the model occur during times when the observed SO2 is relatively
large. This suggests that the hypothesized CO source(s), like the datapoints with high
observed CO concentrations, are associated with urban/industrial activities and not
biomass burning as suggested by Wang et al. [2002]
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Figure 21: Two-day back-trajectories for three air masses at Linan (square) with
the highest recorded hourly-averaged CO concentrations (’*’ denotes the location of
the air masses every 6 hour). The back trajectories were calculated with the NOAA
ARL HYSPLIT model (www.arl.noaa.gov). Also indicated are locations of power
plants in China (with the size of the circles being proportional to the capacity of the
plant), and the metropolitan areas of Shanghai and Hangzhou (triangles).
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Figure 22: Modeled error (dCO = Observed (CO) - Model (CO)) (ppb) as a function
of observed SO2 concentration (ppb).
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Table 14: Factor Loadings for Multivariate Analysis of High-Resolution CO, SO2,
and NOy Measurements from Linan




*Calculated using Equamax Rotation.
3.5.2 Statistical analysis of high-resolution measurements
The arguments presented above suggest that the missing CO source may be asso-
ciated with SO2 emissions. To explore this possibility further we turn to a statistical
analysis of the high-resolution (i.e., 1-minute averaged as opposed to hourly-averaged)
measurements from Linan. By using the 1-minute averaged data we are able to isolate
individual plumes that impact the Linan site and investigate how CO and SO2 co-
vary within these plumes. Table 14 summarizes the results of a multivariate analysis
of the CO, SO2, and NOy measurements from November, 1999. About 96% of the
variability in these three variables can be explained by two factors: one primarily as-
sociated with variations in CO and NOy, and one primarily associated with variations
in SO2 and NOy. Nevertheless there is some mixing of CO and SO2 loadings, with a
small but significant loading of CO in the factor associated with SO2 and vice versa.
This is not surprising given the nature of the CO and SO2 sources (see Figures 12
and 13) and the results illustrated in Figure 20.
While the multivariate analysis confirms that there is a subset of the high-resolution
data when CO and SO2 are correlated, it does not reveal whether there is a consistent
distinction between the CO concentrations observed at Linan when CO is correlated
with SO2 and when CO is not correlated with SO2, and, if so, the nature of that
distinction. To examine this possibility, we calculated the running correlation coef-
ficient between CO and SO2 for subsets of the November dataset. Specifically, we
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successively calculated the correlation between the 1-minute CO and SO2 measure-
ments obtained over the time period from t-n/2 to t+n/2, where n is the number of
minutes of the time interval considered and t is varied to cover the entire month of the
daraset. The probability distribution function (PDF) of the correlation coefficients
is then plotted together with the average concentration of CO and SO2 concentra-
tions obtained for that average value of the correlation coefficient (Figure 23). Time
intervals range from n = 5 minutes to n = 240 minutes (i.e., 4 hours).
Ideally, we would use the results obtained using a small value of n, since this would
allow us to focus on CO and SO2 variations in individual plumes that presumably
arose from specific source types. However, the correlation coefficients calculated with
a very small value of n are not useful because they have no statistical significance.
(The statistical significance of a correlation coefficient increases with the square root of
n-2, degree of freedom). Conversely, choosing a large value of n will yield statistically
significant correlation coefficients, but ones that are not very informative with regard
to CO and SO2 emissions since they average together the variabilities for many plumes
and begin to be effected by longer-term processes not related to emissions such as
expansion and contraction of the boundary layer.
To determine the optimum value of n for our analysis, we calculated the average
confidence level for all correlation coefficients obtained from the month-long dataset
as a function of n using the student’s t-test (Figure 24). We find that the average
confidence level is in fact quite low for n < 10 minutes and increases rapidly as
n is increased. When n ∼ 50 minutes, the average confidence level reaches 90%
and then flattens out with relatively little increase with further increases in n. It
would therefore appear that the optimum n is in the range of about 50 - 70 minutes.
Examination of the PDF distribution for this range of n-values reveals that there
is little or no correlation between CO and SO2 for the majority of time intervals
















































































































































there is a significant positive correlation (r > 0.7) between CO and SO2. These results
are consistent with what we found with the multivariate analysis. The interesting
and unique aspect of the running-correlation analysis is that it yields values for the
average CO concentration measured during those time intervals when CO is correlated
and not correlated with SO2. Interestingly we find that the time intervals when
CO is highly correlated with SO2. are generally those time intervals when the CO
concentrations are highest (i.e., > 700 ppbv); these are the high concentrations that
caused the observed, average CO at Linan to be larger than the model-calculated
average CO. When CO is not correlated with SO2, the CO concentration averages
about 500-510 ppbv. This latter CO concentration is in fact quite close to the average
CO concentration predicted by our Standard Model simulations using the TRACE-
P inventory. One interpretation of these results is that the hypothesized missing
CO source(s) that caused the Standard Model to underpredict the CO concentration
at Linan is (are) associated with SO2 sources that are already accounted for in the
TRACE-P inventory.
3.5.3 Scenarios that would provide the missing CO emissions
Suppose, as suggested in Section 4, the estimated 50% increase in CO emissions
required to bring the Standard Model calculations into agreement with the Linan
measurements were uniformly spread throughout China and throughout the year;
this would require an additional source of 60 Tg CO yr−1. Moreover suppose as
suggested by the analysis presented in Section 5.2, that these additional CO emissions
all occurred from sources that also emitted SO2. What kinds of modification would
be required in the emission factors used to develop the TRACE-P emission inventory
for CO?
First note that almost all of the SO2 emitted in China comes from coal-burning:

























Figure 24: The average confidence level of the CO-SO2 running correlation as a
function of the time interval, n. Confidence levels calculates using the student’s t-
test.
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10% from domestic coal use [Streets et al. 2003]. Thus the requirement that the
additional CO emissions come from sources that also emit SO2 essentially requires
that the additional CO emissions also come from coal-burning.
However, while China is the world’s largest consumer of coal, coal-burning in
China represents a relatively small source of CO in the current TRACE-P inventory
(i.e., about 18 Tg yr−1 or 16% of all CO emissions from China); about 9% of the
total comes from industry, 7% from domestic sources, and power plants are negligibly
small. If the additional emissions are to come from coal-burning, the emission factors
used in the TRACE-P inventory for one or more of these sources would need to be
adjusted upwards.
In general, CO emission factors from coal combustors are highly variable. If a
unit is operated improperly or not well maintained, the resulting CO emissions may
increase by several orders of magnitude [US EPA, 1998]. Thus an increase in CO
emissions assigned to coal-burning activities in China would require that the coal-
burning facilities in China are being operated at significantly lower efficiency than
was assumed when the emission inventory was developed.
3.5.3.1 Coal-Fired Power Plants
When estimating CO emission rates, it is generally assumed that power plants
operate with high efficiency. For example, the emission factor (EF) for most power
plants in United States is 0.25 g/kg, i.e. this corresponds to an operation efficiency
in excess of 99.99% [US EPA, 1998]. The CO emission factor (EF) for power plants
in China is estimated to be 4g/kg, which corresponds to an efficiency ∼ 99.8%. Even
though power plants are responsible for more than half of the total coal consumption
in China (i.e. ∼ 500 Tg yr−1) [Sinton and Fridley, 2000], the resulting CO emis-
sions from power plant is negligibly small (i.e., only 2Tg yr−1). If power plants were
responsible for all of the additional 60 Tg yr−1 of CO emissions hypothesized here,
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then the CO emission factor from coal-fired power plants in China would have to be
increased from 4g/kg to 120 g/kg. While this represents a rather large increase in
the CO emission factor, it only requires a decrease in power-plant operating efficiency
from the current estimate of 99.8% to 95.6%. Moreover, recent aircraft measurements
of coal-fired power plant plumes in United States (US), revealed significantly elevated
CO concentrations in some plumes. These observations suggested that the CO emis-
sion factors from these power plants is about 30 times higher than that normally
assigned to US plants under normal operating conditions [Nicks, et al., 2003]. Thus
it would appear that there are significant uncertainties in CO emission rates from
power-plants. Even larger uncertainties apply to power plants operating in China.
Field measurements in China, similar to those of Nicks et al. [2003], would help to
constrain these uncertainties.
3.5.3.2 Industrial and Domestic
Another possible category of unaccounted for emissions CO is from coal combus-
tors used in small industrial and domestic facilities, such as boilers and cook stoves.
Smaller combustors typically emit more CO because they burn at lower temperatures
than larger ones [US EPA, 1998]. The CO emission factors used in the TRACE-P in-
ventory for the industrial and domestic sectors are 38 and 74 g/kg respectively; these
are already 2-3 times higher than comparable sources in the United States [Streets
et al., 2003]. These emission factors yield 10 and 8 Tg CO yr−1 from industrial and
domestic coal burning, respectively. In order to make up the hypothesized 60Tg yr−1
in missing CO emissions, the emission factors from these two sectors would have to
be increased by a factor of ∼ 3, i.e., ∼ 110 g/kg for industrial boilers and 200 g/kg for
cooking stoves. These factors fall near the high-end in emission factors observed for
these types of facilities. For example, the US EPA [1998] suggests an emission factor
for industrial hand-fed coal combustors (which typically operate at low efficiency) of
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138 g/kg. Zhang [1999] observed CO emission factors from cooking stoves in China
ranging from 18-170 g/kg.
Of course the above estimated emission factors assumed that the additional CO
emissions were coming either entirely from power plants or entirely from industrial and
domestic sources. If the emissions were equally divided between these sectors, it would
require CO emission factors from power plants, industrial burners, and domestic
stoves of ∼ 60, 55, and 100 g/kg. These are large, but perhaps not out of the realm
of possible.
3.6 Conclusion
A comparison between model simulations and field measurements of gas and
particle species at a rural site in one of the more industrialized regions of China, the
Yangtze Delta, during November, 1999 suggests that while the TRACE-P emission
inventory for sulfur oxides is accurate, the emissions inventory for CO and Particulate
C are underestimated by ∼ 50 and 60 - 90%, respectively. Further analysis of the
high resolution measurements of CO and SO2 suggest that the additional source(s)
of CO needed to bring the model into agreement with the measurements is most
likely associated with SO2 emissions from coal burning. Significant increases in the
CO emission factors typically assigned to power-generating, industrial, and domestic
coal-burning processes would be needed to account for the missing CO emissions
from these sources. It is not at all clear that such large emission-factor increases
are appropriate. A more comprehensive effort to monitor CO and related pollutants
in smoke-stacks, pollutant plumes, and ambient air are needed to better constrain
the CO emission rate from China and East Asia and identify the contributions from




This thesis research carried out to better quantify the magnitude of the pollutant
emissions from East Asia and their fate. Major issues that have been investigated
include:
1. Spatial distribution of the concentration and deposition patterns of anthro-
pogenic sulfur compounds over East Asia and North Pacific Ocean.
2. Quantification of the budgets of anthropogenic sulfur oxides emitted from East
Asia (including individual subregions), their outflows to the North Pacific Ocean, and
the morphology of the exported sulfur compounds in spring 1995, the time period
when the anthropogenic sulfur emissions from the region peaked in the last decades.
3. Evaluation of the accuracy of current emission inventories for the major air
pollutants emanating from East Asia, by using a combination of regional model sim-
ulations and simultaneous gas-phase and particulate-phase measurements at a rural
site in China.
4. Identification of the nature of inaccuracies of the current emission inventories
and suggestions for the future improvement.
The main conclusions of this thesis are summarized in Section 4.1 and plans for
future research are given in Section 4.2.
4.1 Major Results
4.1.1 Distribution and budget of sulfur compounds in East Asia
Our regional model simulations of anthropogenic sulfur compounds, which include
emissions, transport, chemical conversion, and deposition, suggest that large portions
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of East Asia, especially China, have high SOx concentrations, among them significant
areas around major industrial centers has SOx concentrations higher than the WHO
health guideline. Large horizontal and vertical gradients of SOx exist between indus-
trialized regions and remote ones, surface area and free troposphere, respectively.
Based on the estimated 1995 East Asia sulfur emission inventory, a total of 4 Tg
S is emitted into our model domain during spring of 1995 (February to April). Based
on our model simulations, ∼ 45 % of the total emissions is returned to the model
domain by wet deposition and ∼ 35% by dry deposition. More specifically, most
subregions within East Asia: China and Mongolia, Southeast Asia, South Korea and
North Korea, and Japan, are net exporters of anthropogenic SOx (i.e. the S emissions
from the region are greater than the deposition to the region). Among them, China
is responsible for 85% of the total emissions, and ∼ 50 % of its total emitted SOx is
exported to locations outside its borders.
During the later winter to early spring when continental outflow conditions pre-
dominate, about 20%, i.e. 0.2 Tg S per month of the total emitted SOx within our
model domain have been exported to other regions, mainly North Pacific Ocean.
This is comparable to the total natural sources of S to the region from emissions
of dimethysulfide, i.e. 0.1-0.3 Tg S per month. In addition, the anthropogenic SOx
exported from East Asia has been found to be mostly particulate SO2−4 and in the
free troposphere, where SO2−4 tends to be longer lived and stronger winds favor more
rapid transport. Therefore it appears that the export of anthropogenic SOx from
East Asia during the late winter and early spring is likely large enough to perturb
the sulfate aerosol concentration over the North Pacific Ocean.
Comparing with available field and airborne measurements, our coupled regional
climate-chemistry model (with online simplified sulfur chemical mechanism and pre-
scribed free radical fields from off-line full chemistry model as inputs) is capable of
reproducing the spatial distribution of both concentrations and deposition fluxes of
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sulfur compounds on the right magnitude, therefore it is suitable for further climate-
sulfate aerosol interaction studies.
4.1.2 Evaluation of East Asia anthropogenic emission inventories
Similarly to the sulfur compounds discusses above, concentrations of most an-
thropogenic air pollutants, including CO, SO2, particulate sulfate, and particulate
carbonaceous aerosols, simulated by the regional chemical transport model (RADM),
peak around the major urban-industrial centers, and demonstrate large spatial inho-
mogeneities.
After the incommensurability of model simulation and field measurements been
taken into consideration, RADM is able to simulate the average magnitude of anthro-
pogenic SO2 and sulfate when compared with the continuous field measurements of
both gaseous and particulate species, which suggests the reliability of current emission
inventories for sulfur compounds and our modeling system in general.
Our investigation by integrating numerical simulation with field measurements
suggests that CO emissions from East Asia are likely underestimated by ∼ 50 %. In
addition, we suggest a 60-90% underestimation of particulate carbonaceous emission
in the current anthropogenic inventories for East Asia.
Through statistical analysis of the high-resolution measurements, as well as multi-
variate analysis and back-trajectory analysis, we diagnose that the missing CO sources
are likely associated with SO2 sources that are already accounted for in the current
inventories. This in turn suggests the emission factors of coal-combustors used in the
current inventories are likely underestimated. Further investigations of CO emissions
originating from power plants, small industrial and domestic coal-burning facilities
are suggested.
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4.2 Future Research Plan
This thesis research explores the capacity of on-line and off-line coupled regional
climate-chemistry modeling system in studying the anthropogenic air pollutants orig-
inated from East Asia from various aspects. The modeling system has been proved
to be useful in quantifying the budget and fate of anthropogenic emissions, as well as
the reliability of the emission inventories by this study. Some possible future research
topic includes:
4.2.1 Fully coupling of regional climate and chemical transport model.
When a complete chemical mechanism runs online with a regional climate model,
the fully coupled model is able to simulate the interaction of chemical species with
climate conditions, including radiation transfer, cloud processing, general circulation,
as well as the hydrological cycles simultaneously, this should provide more realistic
assessment of the impacts of anthropogenic air pollutants on the climate, as well as
air quality under changed climate conditions.
Based on our model simulations, the spatial distribution of anthropogenic air pol-
lutants, including those with special radiative properties, such as particulate sulfate
and particulate carbonaceous compounds, have large spatial inhomogeneities. This
suggests the necessity of applying fine resolution regional scale models rather other
than coarse global scale models.
4.2.2 Global-regional interaction studies
In order to reduce the uncertainties related to model inputs, we used the ob-
servation based reanalysis data as the initial and boundary conditions for current
studies. However, for the purpose of impacts assessments, our modeling system also
needs to simulate the situations beyond the point when real-time observations are
available. Since regional scale climate model is not a self-sustainable system, the
lateral boundary conditions from larger scale (global) general circulation models are
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required.
One approach that can be used to address the need for high spatial resolution in
a given region such as East Asia within a global-modeling framework is to make use
of a two-way nesting interface between a coarse-resolution global model and a high-
resolution regional scale model for East Asia. In one way, the regional model driven
by boundary conditions derived from the global model can predict spatially-specific
climate and air quality within East Asia and in the other direction, more realistic
subgrid-scale forcing within East Asia can be used to drive the global model.
4.2.3 Interaction of anthropogenic-natural air pollutants.
In the current study, we have been focusing on the anthropogenic air pollutants.
In order to assess their impacts in a more comprehensive fashion, it is also necessary
to include chemical species with natural origins, of particular interests is the mineral
dust in East Asia. During the recent Asian Aerosol Characterization Experiment
(ACE-Asia), it has been found that mineral dust, which dominate the coarse mode of
aerosols measured in East Asia, perturbs both the radiative and chemical environment
of the region(Huebert, 2003).
The mobilization, deposition, and transport of dust can be simulated by adopting
existing dust model, Desert Entrainment And Deposition (DEAD) model (Zender et
al., 2003), for example, into RegCM. RegCM is capable of hosting such dust module
by providing required parameters, including meteorological and surface conditions, to
drive the dust module.
Upon coupling with the dust model, the regional climate-chemistry modeling sys-
tem should be able to study the impacts of Asia dust storms on the atmospheric
radiation transfer as well as chemical composition. In addition, it may also be used




Atmospheric chemistry transport models (CTMs) consist of mathematical repre-
sentations of the relevant physical and chemical processes, such as transport, chemical
evolution, and removal of selected tracer species. Driven by set of tracer emissions
and meteorological conditions, CTMs are able to simulate the tracer’s concentrations
as a function of space and time [Eliassen, 1980; Fisher, 1983; Peters et al., 1995;
Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998; Jacobson 1999; NARSTO Synthesis Team, 2000; Russell
and Dennis, 2000; Seigneur and Moran, 2003].
Among various CTMs, such as box models (one-dimension, Lagrangian or Eulerian
type) as well as the multi-dimension Lagrangian trajectory models and Eulerian (or
grid-based) models, the three dimension Eulerian chemical transport models are be-
coming dominant in air quality studies [Russell and Dennis, 2000]. Current Eulerian
atmospheric chemistry models originated in the 1970’s and have been developed for
studies on urban, regional, and global scales [Reynolds et al., 1973, 1974; Carmichael
and Peter, 1980; Peters and Jouvanis,, 1979]. In the past three decades, the 3D
Eulerian CTMs have been significantly improved and applied to address numerous
scientific and policy-relevant questions. From scientific perspective, CTMs, especially
when they are integrated with the laboratory experiments and field observations can
be used to investigate how the different physical and chemical mechanisms affect
the fate and distribution of air pollutants. From air quality management and policy
making perspective, CTMs can connect the pollutant emissions with the resulting
variations in air pollutant concentrations, including the spatial and temporal distri-
butions, therefore provide essential information for assessing the impacts of tracer
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species and various emission control strategies [McRae and Seinfeld, 1983; Chang et
al., 1987; Venkatram et al., 1988; Carmichael et al., 1991; Morris et al, 1990; Kumar
et al., 1994; Odman and Ingram, 1996; Byun and Ching, 1999].
A.1 General Model Description
RADM is designed to calculate the episodic chemical concentrations and dry
and wet deposition of acids on subcontinental scales [Chang et al., 1989]. Traces
species are transported and diffused using externally specified meteorological data, in
this case from the RegCM. The basic photochemical mechanism is RADM2, which
contains about 110 reactions involving 64 species, among which 40 are organic com-
pounds. Aqueous phase chemistry is included in the cloud process module [Walcek
et al., 1986]. Wet deposition and dry deposition of species are considered based on
the meteorological conditions as well as the physical and chemical properties of tracer
species.
RADM used in this study has similar horizontal and vertical structure as RegCM
described in the previous section. In order to avoid the uncertainties related to the
RegCM simulations near the lateral boundaries, the RADM model domain is slightly
smaller than that of RegCM.
The whole RADM system consists of three parts: preprocessing, RADM, and
postprocess. In this study we made several modifications to the version of RADM
used in Luo [2000].
A.2 Model Inputs
A.2.1 Emissions
Since the focus of this part of our study is the anthropogenic emissions from East
Asia in 1999, the TRACE-P emission inventory of SO2, NOx, CO, black carbon (BC),
organic carbon(OC), and NMVOC for 2000 by Streets et al. [2003] is used as input
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Table 15: Summary of Estimated Anthropogenic Emissions within Our Model Do-
main (Tg) Based on Streets et al. [2003].
Anthropogenic b Large Point Biomass Burning c Total
SO2 17.78 5.77 0.152 23.7
NOx 13.42 2.62 1.26 17.30
CO 119.7 1.62 28.09 149.51
NMVOC 20.45 0.059 4.92 25.44
BC 1.11 0.0074 0.19 1.31
OC 3.11 0.0059 1.36 4.48
a Calculation is based on TRACE-P emission inventory by Streets [2003].
b Major area anthropogenic source includes: industry, domestic, transportation, and
power generation.
c Biomass burning include: forest burning, savanna/grassland burning, and the burn-
ing of crop residues in fields after harvest.
to RADM.
The TRACE-P emission inventories are on 1 degree x 1 degree grids in longitude
and latitude cover most part of Asia. We first interpolated the data to our 60 km x
60 km Lambert conformal grids through bi-linear interpolations.
Table ?? list the total emissions of all species we used as inputs to RADM. Since
China is the major contributor of anthropogenic emissions within our model domain,
those summations are very close to the total emissions originated from China [Streets,
et al., 2003].
A.2.2 Photolysis rates
Photolysis rates (j-value) in RADM is pre-calculated by a radiative transfer model
which includes absorption by O2 and O3, scattering and absorption by aerosols and
clouds, Rayleigh scattering, and ground reflection. The model solves the radiative
transfer equation using the delta-Eddington technique of Joseph et al. [1976]. Before
the RADM simulation, the clear sky photolysis rates jclear are calculated for each
hour between sunrise and sunset with a spatial increment of 10o latitude over the
RADM domain for the Julian days of each simulation. The resulting photolysis rate
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constants are then tabulated at three altitude (0, 1,and 10km) for each hour and each
10o latitude. During each time step of RADM simulation, the j-value of each grid is
then interpolated from the tabulated data for the appropriate time and location.
A.2.2.1 cloud cover
The cloud cover data required for the j-value calculation are imported from corre-
sponding RegCM outputs. The cloud at each model layer is assumed to be randomly





where Ctot is the cloud cover over the whole column, and Ck is that for each model
layer.
A.2.3 Meteorological conditions
The meteorological conditions simulated by RegCM are used to drive the RADM.
Imported dynamic fields include three dimensional wind, temperature, and water
vapor mixing ratios, as well as two dimensional surface temperature, surface pressure
and precipitation rates. Those variable are imported to RADM every 6 model hour
and linearly interpolated to each time step.
A.3 Regional Acid Deposition Model (RADM)
Driven by the specified emission and meteorology data at each grid point, RADM
is able to simulate the time-varying three dimensional distributions of tracer gaseous
and particulate species, through appropriately numerical representation of transport,
chemical evolution, and removal processes of those chemical species. The model is
mathematically described by the following species conservation equation:
∂Ci
∂t







i = 1, 2, 3, ..., n.
where Ci is the species volume mixing ratio, V is the three dimensional velocity
vector at each grid point in the model domain, Ke is the eddy diffusivity used to
parameterize the subgrid scale fluxes of trace species due to noncloudy turbulent mo-
tions, Pchem and Lchem are the production and loss rates due to chemical interactions,
E is the emission rate, (∂Ci
∂t
)clouds is the rate of change of concentration due to cloud
effects (including subgrid scale vertical redistribution, aqueous chemical interactions,
and scavenging), and (∂Ci
∂t
)dry is the change in concentration due ro dry deposition
[Chang et al., 1987].
Current version of RADM [Luo et al., 2000] includes 64 gaseous and particulate
species and 110 reactions. Among 64 species, 30 are transported species.
A.3.1 Chemical kinetics and photochemical data
The photochemical reaction rates within RADM have been updated based on
Sander et al. [2003].








NO + O3→NO2 + O2 (24)
OH + O3→HO2 + O2 (25)
HO2 + O3→OH + 2O2 (26)
HO2 + NO→NO2 + OH (27)
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OH + H2O2→H2O + HO2 (28)
HO2 + CH3O2→CH3OOH + O2 (29)
A.3.2 Transport
Besides large scale horizontal and vertical transport of chemical species simulated
based on meteorological condition from RegCM, RADM also calculated the subgrid
turbulent transport using first order closure eddy diffusion theory [Louis, 1979]. Luo
et al. [2000] modified the parameterization of Kz, the eddy diffusion coefficient. In
the surface layer, Kz was calculated according to the Monin-Obukov similarity theory
[Louis, 1979; Businger et al., 1971]. For the other layers within boundary layer, Kz
was calculated using the method of Wyngaard and Brost [1984]. Above boundary
layer, Kz was determined using the method of Blackadar [1979].
RADM now uses the same vertical resolution as RegCM, i.e., 15 layers instead
of 6 as in Luo et al. [2000]. Now there are 5 layers below 2 km. This modification
can provide more realistic representation of the planetary boundary layer and also
avoid the uncertainties related with vertical interpolations between RegCM results
and RADM inputs.
A.3.3 Dry deposition
Dry deposition to the surface is an important sink of tracer species in the tro-
posphere. Based on the tropospheric ozone budget derived by various global CTMs
studies (after IPCC [2001]) (Table A.3.3 ), the surface deposition is in the magnitude
at least comparable to the other major tropospheric ozone sources and sinks: surface
deposition of ozone ranges from 40% to 230% of the total stratosphere-troposphere
exchange and 67% to 793% of the net in situ tropospheric chemical production and
loss of ozone.
Besides ozone, dry deposition is also important sink to sulfur compounds. We
surveyed the global sulfur budget estimated by different studies since early 1990’s
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Table 16: Tropospheric Ozone Budgets for Circa 1990 Conditions from a Sample of
Global 3-D CTMs since 1996
CTM STE P-L SURF Burden Reference
MATCH 1440 -810 620 a
MATCH-MPIC 1103 -478 621 b
ECHAM/TM3 768 -86 681 311 c
ECHAM/TM3∗ 740 -255 533 266 d
HARVARD 400 +420 820 310 e
GCTM 696 +128 825 298 f
UIO 846 +295 1178 370 g
ECHAM4 459 +75 534 271 h
MOZART 391 +507 898 193 i
STOCHEM 432 +430 862 316 j
KNMI 1429 -855 574 k
UCI 473 +345 812 288 l
After IPCC [2001] Table 4.12.
STE = stratosphere-troposphere exchange (net flux from stratosphere) (Tg/yr).
P-L = net in situ tropospheric chemical production-loss (Tg/yr).
SURF = surface deposition (Tg/yr).
Burden = total content (Tg) (1DU = 10.94 Tg).
∗ Results using CH4-only chemistry without NMVOC.
Reference: a Crutzen et al. [1999]; b Lawrence et al. [1999]; c Houweling et al.
[1998]; d Houweling et al. [1998]; d Wang et al. [1998]; e Levy et al. [1997]; f
Berntsen et al. [1996]; g Roelofs and Lelieveld [1997]; h Hauglustaine et al. [1998]; i
Stevenson et al. [2000]; j Wauben et al. [1998]; k Wild and Prather [2000].
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Table 17: Global Budgets (Tg S/yr) of Major Sulfur Compounds for a Sample of
Global Three Dimensional Climate-Chemistry-Aerosol Models since 1991
Sources @ Sinks Burden Reference
Chem Loss ∗ Dry Dep. Wet Dep.
Tg S /yr %
SO2 94.5 49.8 30.5 32 14.2 0.30
a
122.8 62.0 55.0 45 5.8 0.20 b
95.6 49.1 26.6 28 19.9 0.34 c
100.5 51.3 40.2 40 9.0 0.43 d
80.4 44.7 35.5 44 0.2 0.56 e
90.3 38.5 41.2 46 10.6 0.43 f
82.5 53.6 24.5 30 1.6 0.40 g
80.7 44.8 34.8 43 1.0 0.63 h
SO4 53.3 8.6 16 44.5 0.77
a
62.0 17.0 27 45.0 0.80 b
49.1 5.6 11 43.5 0.53 c
51.3 6.7 13 44.6 0.61 d
46.6 9.2 20 37.4 0.73 e
40.7 5.1 13 34.7 0.63 f
53.6 3.7 7 51.2 0.40 g
46.7 5.7 12 41.1 0.72 h
@ Sources of SO2 include anthropogenic emissions and oxidations of reduced sulfur
compounds, mainly dimethylsulfide (DMS). Sources of sulfate include oxidation of
SO2 and anthropogenic emissions.
∗ Chem Loss = gas phase oxidation and aqueous phase oxidations.
Reference: a Langner and Rodhe, 1991; b Pham et al., 1996; cChin et al., 1996;
dFeichter et al., 1996; eKoch et al., 1999; fChin et al., 2000a; gRasch et al., 2000;
hKoch et al., 2003
(Table A.3.3). Based on different investigations, the dry deposition removes about
25-55 Tg S/yr in the form of SO2, or 28-46% of total emitted SO2, and 3.7-17.0 Tg
S/yr in the form of sulfate, or 7-27 % of total emitted SO4.
Acid deposition have been observed to be a large-scale phenomenon since the
establishment of network to monitor the surface water chemistry in Europe as early
as 1960’s. A series of studies by Eville Gorham initiated in 1955 built the foundation
of our current understanding of acid deposition that combustion emissions, mainly
SO2 and resulting sulfate are major contributors to the acid deposition [Seinfeld and
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Pandis, 1998]. The observed decline of the forests during 1970’s in regions exposed to
acid deposition, for example the extensive dieback of forests in Central Europe over
the past decades [World Bank, 1997], has shown that the deposition of tracer gaseous
and particulate species can have rather destructive impact on the biosphere. The
realization of severity of acid deposition then initiated many observational campaigns
and modeling exercises to improve the understanding of the mechanisms of the surface
gaseous and particulate species exchange [U.S. NAPAP, 1991; Hicks, 1970; Moller et
al., 1970; Bolin and Persson, 1975; Wesely and Hicks, 1977; Wesely et al., 1977].
The surface exchange of tracer species is a complicated process involved vari-
ous aspects of related species, ambient atmospheric condition and surface condition.
More specifically: (a). Chemical and physical properties of the related tracer species,
including the solubility, reactivity, acidity/alkalinity, or likeness to be uptake by veg-
etation. (b). Near surface meteorological conditions. The intensity of the vertical
turbulence will determine the possibility of for the suspended tracer species to collide
with the underlaid surface. (c) Physical, chemical, and biological properties of the
surface, which include the wetness, smoothness (or roughness), vegetation type, and
acidity.
The representation of dry deposition flux within numerical models is usually for-
mulated in terms of deposition velocity and concentration of the tracer species [Cham-
berlain and Chadwick, 1953; Wesely and Hicks, 1977].
Fc = VdC (30)
where Fc is the vertical flux of a tracer in the surface boundary layer, C is the con-
centration of the species at a specific height, usually the lowest level of the model, and
Vd is the deposition velocity. Vd is a mathematical convenience that is not always
regarded as a comprehensive representation, because its use can result in oversimpli-
fication of the complicate surface-atmosphere exchange processes. Nevertheless due
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to its simplicity and over all performance, this formula is often used in the regional
to global scale atmospheric chemistry models.
In order to derive formulations of the deposition velocity, both empirical and
theoretical description of various related processes, including ambient meteorologi-
cal conditions, planetary boundary layer parameterization, radiation transfer, micro-
meteorology of the canopy, and biosphere representation, are combined together and
organized in a overlaid resistance-in-series fashion. The flow of tracers cross the in-
terface of atmosphere and underlaid surface is analogous to the flow of electrons cross
series of electrical resistance. The dry deposition velocity is represented by:
Vd = (Ra + Rb + Rc)
−1 (31)
where Ra is the aerodynamic resistance within the boundary layer. Rb is the resis-
tance in the sub-layer adjacent to the surface, is often called quasi-laminar resistance.
Rc is the surface or canopy resistance.
In the previous RADM application by Luo et al. [2000], the dry deposition scheme
was based on Walcek et al. [1986], in which the surface resistance is derived from
a lookup table estimated from limited measurements [Sheih et al., 1979]. In this
study we applied the resistance-in-series module that takes seasonal variations of land-
surface character and difference of physical/chemical properties of tracer species into
consideration [Wesely, 1989; Walmsley and Wesely, 1996]. Some improvements to
the original deposition scheme of Wesely [1989] include calculating the aerodynamic
resistance based on Jacobson [1999] and Byun et al. [1999], the surface resistance
over tundra based on Jacob et al. [1992], the surface resistance of NO2 based on




Aerodynamic resistance, Ra represents the resistance of moving species from
boundary layer to the surface which is determined by the turbulent mixing above









where k is the unitless von Kármán constant, u∗ is the friction velocity (m/s), z
is the height above the surface (m), zr is a reference height (10m), z0,q is the surface
roughness length of gas and particle q (m), and Φh is the dimensionless potential
temperature gradient. Because the transport of trace gases is similar to the transport
of energy more than it is to the momentum, a dimensionless potential temperature
gradient is used instead of a dimensionless wind shear [Jacobson, 1999].
In the previous version of RADM [Luo et al., 2000] the Ra is calculated based on





where ψh is an integral diabatic influence function related to the stability, or
ψh + ln(z/z0) is the approximation of the numerator in Equation 32. Under different
stability conditions, ψh is parameterized based on measurements by Wesely and Hicks





















where L is the Monin-Obukhov length. In the Walcek et al. [1986] formula, only
|z/L| < 1 is considered. If |z/L| > 1 then |z/L| is set to be 1.
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In this study, parameterizations of boundary layer turbulent mixing that covers
larger stability range have been used to calculate the aerodynamic resistance. Firstly,





















where von Kármán constant k =0.35, βh=4.7, γh =9.0, and Prt=Km,zx/Kh,zz
≈ 0.74. Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number which approximates the ratio of the
eddy diffusion coefficient for momentum to that for energy. Hogstrom [1988] suggested
another set of parameters: k=0.4, βh=7.8, γh =11.6, and Prt ≈ 0.95. The later set
of parameters are used in this study.










































The above parameterization is derived from observations for the stability range:
|z/L| < 2, but has been used successfully beyond the range under unstable conditions
[San Jose et al., 1985]. Following EPA Models3, we applied a function for the very
stable condition (z/L ≥ 1) to extend the application of surface layer similarity theory








(z − z0) zL > 1, z0L > 1
1− βh − zL + βh z0L zL > 1, z0L < 1
−1 + βh − βh zL + z0L zL < 1, z0L > 1





which indicates that under very stable conditions, the Φh will change slower with
respect to the z
L















, where βh = 7.8 or 8.21.
Figure 25 illustrates the variation of calculated Ra as a function of stability z/L
where z is the height where the Ra is calculated and L is the Monin Obukhov length.
When the atmosphere is unstable (z/L < 0), three parameterizations give very similar
results. When it is stable, the difference by three schemes can be large. The scheme
based on Holtslag [1990] is used in this study since it covers larger stability range.
Aerodynamic resistance is also a function of surface roughness length and friction
velocity, which both varied with land surface properties. Figure 26 plots the calcu-
lated aerodynamic resistance as a function of stability (z/L) for different land surface
types, including crop field, forest, and ocean that are most common in our model
domain, by using typical surface roughness length and friction velocity [Jacobson,
1999; Seifeld and Pandis, 1998].
A deficiency of concern in simulating the micro-meteorological conditions on a
scale of 60 km (the resolution of our regional scale models), is the description of
how wind stress and wind speed in the surface layer vary over surfaces with different
roughness lengths. Since adopting sophisticated and extremely fine-mesh numerical
modeling to solve the local spatial variation is not applicable, Walcek et al., [1986]
and Byun and Ching [1999] assumed that the grid averaged wind speed u taken from
the output of the mesoscale models, RegCM in this case, conforms to a logarithmic




















Figure 25: Aerodynamic resistance based on different parameterizations. Where



























Figure 26: Calculated aerodynamic resistance as a function of stability for different
land surface by using typical surface roughness length and friction velocity [Jacobson,
1999]. Where ’Walcek 86’ is based on Walcek et al., 1986; ’Hogstrom 88’: Hogstrom,





fi ln Z0i] (38)
where fi is area fraction of landuse apportioned to each land category within the
grid cell and Z0i is the surface roughness length for each landuse category. However,
it has been found that Equation 38 can be derived from a geometric averaging, and
it does not produce a logarithmic wind profile. We adopted a parameterization of the






where Zr is the reference height, which needs to be within the regime where the
log-linear wind profile can be satisfied and it also should be far away from Z0. In
this study we use Zr=10m. This parameterization satisfies both the logarithmic wind
profile and the linearly-additive wind speed assumptions under the approximation:
uiu∗i = uu∗ = constant (40)
where u and u∗ refer to grid-averaged wind speed and friction velocity, while ui
and ui∗ refer to the corresponding variables over individual land types within the
averaging area.
Z0, the surface roughness length, varies from more than 1m over forests to ∼ 10−5
m over ocean and ice/snow. In the Table 18, we compare the average Z0 for 6 typical
grids in our model domain calculated by different parameterizations: direct weighted
average, geometric mean, and logarithmic wind profile. If the grid contains highly
variable Z0’s, the three means can be very different.
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Table 18: Average of Surface Roughness Length (Z0) Derived from the Sub-grid
Land Surface Characterization by Different Averaging Techniques.
Weighted Average Geometric Mean Logarithmic Wind Profile
1 0.32 0.035 0.054
2 0.2 0.0006 0.001
3 0.8 0.16 0.28
4 0.36 0.02 0.04
5 0.15 0.0047 0.0082
6 0.24 0.048 0.07
1. Five different landuse types evenly mixed up with Z0i range from 1m to 10
−5m.
2. Ocean (Z0 = 10
−5m) dominant (80%).
3. Forest (Z0 =1m) dominant (80%).
4. Ocean (33%), forest (33%), and crop (Z0 = 0.25 m) (33%).
5. Ocean (50%), forest (25%), and crop (25%).
6. Ocean (20%), forest (40%), and crop (40%).
A.3.3.2 Surface Resistance
Surface resistance (Rs) refers to the resistance to the uptake of gaseous and par-
ticulate species by the surface elements. The surface resistance is the most difficult
term to evaluate because many chemical and biological processes occur on surface
and in plant canopies [Walcek, 1986; Jacobsob, 1999]. Over a given area of land, var-
ious plant, soil, water, snow/ice, and other material surfaces are present, each with
a characteristic resistance to the uptake of a given pollutant under specified meteo-
rological conditions. In the early studies, the Rs was often quantified by derivation
from measured deposition velocity and other resistance, Ra and Rb:
Rs = V
−1
d −Ra −Rb. (41)
Analogous to the series and parallel resistance in the electrical circuits and dry
deposition calculation, the total surface resistance can be estimated as a function of
individual resistance components based on the parameterization developed by Wesely
[1989] and Walmsley and Wesely [1996].
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Rs = [1/(Rs + Rm) + 1/Rlu + 1/(Rdc + Rcl) + 1/(Rac + Rgs)]
−1 (42)
where Rs is the bulk leaf stomata resistance, Rm is leaf mesophyll resistance, Rlu is
leaf cuticles resistance, Rdc is the resistance caused by buoyant convection in canopies,
Rcl is the resistance due to leaves, twigs, bark, or other exposed surfaces in the lower
canopy, Rac is the resistance due to canopy height and density, Rgs is the resistance
due to soil and leaf litter at the ground surface.
The stomata resistance, mesophyll resistance, and cuticles resistance are due to the
uptake of chemical species by openings on leaf surfaces, liquid water within leaves, and
outer leave surfaces respectively. Those resistances depend on factors such as type,
age, and conditions of the vegetation, as well as water availability, solar radiation
level, air temperature, concentration of CO2 in the air, and soil properties. In the
current regional scale modeling studies, it is not yet possible to represent all those
characterizations in details. The parameterization of the bulk properties of resistance
is therefore required.
In the current dry deposition scheme, the bulk canopy stomatal resistance is cal-
culated by:
Rs = Ri{1 + [200(G + 0.1)−1]2}{400[Ts(40− Ts)]−1} (43)
where G is the solar irradiation in W m−2 and Ts is the surface air temperature,
and Ri represents the minimum bulk canopy resistance for water vapor to the specified
vegetation type. Rs therefore represents the typical stomatal resistance for the uptake
of water vapor under giving ambient conditions. This parameterization is derived
from several studies by Baldocchi et al., [1987] on specified plant species. The ratio of
molecular diffusivity of chemical species (Dx) to that of water vapor (DH2O) is used
to scale the stomatal resistance of species x [Ball et al., 1987]:
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Rs(x) = Rs(H2O) ∗DH2O/Dx (44)
The resistance due to buoyant convection in canopies (Rdc) is parameterized based
on the intensity of incoming sunlight.
Besides the underlying physical meaning, the value of Rac, Rgs and Rcl have been
adjusted to give good estimates of over all surface resistance, therefore they might not
comparable to the specified measurements at given locations and ambient conditions
[Wesely et al., 1983; Wesely, 1989].
In the dry deposition scheme, the typical value of different resistance components
are given for SO2 and O3 based on available observations from [Wesely and Hicks,
1977; Wesely and Hicks, 1979; Wesely et al., 1985]. The surface resistance of other
species, including nitrogen dioxide, nitric oxide, nitric acid vapor, hydrogen peroxide,
acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, methyl hydroperoxide, peroxyacetic acid, formic acid,
ammonia, peroxyacetyl nitrate, nitrous acid, are parameterized based on their solu-
bility and reactivity relative to the SO2 and O3. The effective Henry’s Law constant
of specified species is used to scale the rate of uptake by the wet surface relative
to the uptake of SO2. The reactivity of specified species is scaled to that of ozone
based on its electron activity and reaction rate with S(IV). The mesophyll resistance
is calculated as a function of the solubility and reactivity of each species as well.
The effects of dew and rain on the surface uptake of chemical species are also
considered in the dry deposition scheme based on observations for different species
and land surface.
It has been observed that the surface resistance for uptake of HNO3, SO2, and
NO2 by snow increase markedly when the temperature decrease below -2
oC [Valdez,
1987]. Therefore it is assumed that the resistance of all surface in the lower canopy
and ground will increase with decrease of temperature. Because our model domain
covers region as north as 60oN and significant region is covered by snow for relatively
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long time period each year, we then updated the parameterization of uptake of SO2 by
snow/ice based on the scheme used in ECHAM4 by [Ganzeveld et al., 1998]. Based on
field measurements, the uptake of SO2 by snow/ice surface has strong dependance on
temperature, especially in the temperature range of -10o to 0o [Granat and Johansson,
1983; Valdez et al., 1987; Conklin et al., 1993].
When the RegCM simulated snow depth is larger than 1mm H2O, then the grid
is assumed covered by snow. The relationship of surface temperature and surface
uptake of SO2 is derived based on observations mentioned above. The deposition
velocity increases exponentially from a minimum value of ∼ 0.01 cm s−1 for a tem-
perature of -20oC to a value of ∼ 0.25 cm s−1 for 0oC. A detailed physical-chemical
model which includes gaseous diffusion into the snow pack, air-water partitioning, and
aqueous-phase reactions [Bales et al., 1987] shows a very similar results for calculated
deposition velocity of SO2 to snow/ice, i.e. ∼ 0.01 cm s−1 for -20oC to ∼ 0.15 cm
s−1 for 0oC.
The land surface types represented in RADM are very broad categories. There
are 13 different landuse types considered in RADM while RegCM use 20 landuse
types based on BATS (Biosphere Atmosphere Transfer Scheme) categorization. Ap-
propriate aggregations have been applied to keep the landuse input consistent in two
models. Several landuse categories are not included in the original dry deposition
scheme, such as crop-forest mosaic, tundra, etc.. In addition, the mixed forest de-
fined in original dry deposition scheme is mixed forest with wetland, which is different
from mixed forest defined in BATS that is a mixture of deciduous and coniferous trees.
The surface resistance components of tundra is added based on the observations by
[Jacob et al., 1992]. The resistance components for mixed forest and crop-forest mo-
saic are interpolated from parameters of existing categories. The different resistance
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where Rmix is any of the resistance component described in the Equation 42 for
either mixed forest or crop-forest mosaic, fi is the fraction of the ’i’th landuse category
in the mixed category, Ri is the corresponding resistance components. In this study
we assume mixed forest is a mixture of deciduous (50%) and coniferous (50%) trees,
and crop-forest mosaic is mixture of 25% deciduous, 25% coniferous trees, and 50%
crop land. ∼ 7 % of the land area in our model domain are crop-forest mosaic based on
Global Land Cover Characterization (GLCC). It is typical landuse type in the rural
area of central to east China, where we are interested in the following studies: the
sampling site that will be discussed in the next section is located in such environment.
The seasonal variation of vegetation conditions are only described to a limited
degree in RADM. The original Wesely [1989] dry deposition scheme uses five pre-
determined seasonal categories to describe the changes in vegetative conditions over
time. The seasonal transition is described in an abrupt fashion, for example, it will
jump from summer on August 31st to autumn on September 1st. As a result some
resistance components will change significantly in one model time step, for example,
the stomatal resistance of crop land changes from 60s/m in summer to 1012 s/m in
autumn. In the dry deposition module, if the deposition pathway does not exist,
for example the stomatal resistance of deciduous forest in winter, then the resistance
component will be set to be a very large value, i.e 1012 s/m [Walmsley and Wesely,
1996]. In order to take the continuously variation of vegetative condition into con-







R(0) ∗ (endaya − 1)/(e (nday−t)2 − 1) if R(1) = 1012
R(1) ∗ (endaya − 1)/(e t2 − 1) if R(0) = 1012
1012 if R(0) = R(1) = 1012
R(0) + R(1)−R(0)
nday





where R is the any surface resistance component in Equation 42, t is the Julian day
between the seasonal transition time. R(0) and R(1) are the resistance components
at beginning and end of seasonal transition. Julian day of the beginning and the end
of seasonal transition are picked as a function of latitude that is based on the general
climatology of East Asia [Arakawa, 1969]. ’nday’ is the number of days for seasonal
transition, i.e. 15 days in this study. The Equation 46 is used to describe those
season variations in a smoother fashion. As illustrated in Figure 27, if one of the
resistance components at either beginning or end of the transitional period is very
large, then exponential interpolation is applied. If both R(0) and R(1) are smaller
than 1012, the linear interpolation will be applied.
The major resistance components used as inputs to the dry deposition scheme
are listed in Table 19. In different seasons, the magnitude of surface resistance over
different land surface varies largely. For example, before the harvest, the bulk surface
resistance for uptake SO2 and O3 by forest is smaller than that by crop land, while
after harvest, it is opposite.
A.3.3.3 Resistances and overall Dry Deposition Velocity
Our model calculated dry deposition velocities are within the range of observed
velocities [Ganzeveld et al. 1998 and reference within] and comparable to other re-
gional and global models results: EPA Model-3 [Hu et al., 2003], GO-CART [Chin et
al., 2000a], and ECHAM4 [Ganzeveld, et al., 1998] on monthly average basis.
In order to demonstrate the relative contribution of various resistance components



















Figure 27: Interpolation of surface resistance components during the seasonal tran-
sitions. The start and end point of the seasonal transition is defined for different
latitude based on the climatology of East Asia If the resistance at one end is very
large, i.e. 1012 s/m, which means the uptake pathway is not existed, then ’Exponen-
tial’ interpolation is applied. If the resistances at both beginning and end of transition
time period are smaller than 1012, then ’Linear’ interpolation is applied. See detailed
description in Equation 46 and text.
Table 19: Major Components of Surface Resistance for Different Seasons and over
Different Land Surface Type.
Early Fall (Before Harvest) Late Fall (After Harvest)
Crop Forest Mosaic Ocean Crop Forest Mosaic Ocean
Ri 10
5 250 500 105 105 250 500 105
Rac 150 2000 279 0.1 10 2000 19.9 0.1
Rg(SO2) 200 500 286 0.1 150 500 230 0.1
Rg(O3) 150 200 171 2000 150 200 171 2000
Rs(SO2) 350 227 265 0.1 160 227 167 0.1
Rs(O3) 300 224 237 2000 160 224 138 2000
Ri is the stomatal resistance.
Rac is the resistance due to canopy density and height.
Rgs is the resistance due to soil, leaf litter, etc., at the ground surface.
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aerodynamic resistance (Ra−1), surface resistance (Rs−1), and dry deposition velocity
(Vd) for SO2 at Linan, the measurement site that will be discussed in the next section,
are plotted in Figure 28. The reciprocal is used to demonstrate the contribution of
each resistance to the bulk deposition velocity.
The landuse around the sampling site is complicated: most area around it is
categorized as crop-forest mosaic even by the 30” x 30”, or ∼ 1 km x 1 km, GLCC
dataset. The region is categorized as forest by the Penn Stat/NCAR landuse dataset.
Therefore two sets of model runs have been done to test the model sensitivity on
the input land surface types. Based on the model calculations illustrated in 28, the
Ra over forest is usually smaller than that over the crop/forest mosaic. The surface
resistance (Rs) for the forest to uptake SO2 is larger in the late autumn than that for
the crop land, except when there is rain or dew on the surface (due to the solubility
of SO2). At most time of late autumn, Rs determines the magnitude of the bulk Vd.
(In the growing season, the Ra and Rs are comparable since the stomatal resistance
is much smaller than other resistance component when the photosynthesis is more
active.)
A.3.3.4 Dry Deposition Velocity of NO2.
The oxides of nitrogen, NO and NO2 together referred to as NOx, are key com-
pounds in atmospheric chemistry. Besides anthropogenic emissions, NOx also origins
from natural sources such as microbial production in soil and lightning. Ambient
concentrations of NOx reflect a balance between various emissions, deposition, and
conversion of NO2 to HNO3. Since soil and vegetation can be either sources and sinks
of NOx under different conditions there are large variations in measured and esti-
mated NOx fluxes [Hill, 1971; Hanson et al., 1989; Rondon et al., 1993; Lerdau et al.,
2000;Gut et al., 2002]. Previous studies have suggested that stomatal conductance is
the major path way for NO2 deposition, while the uptake of NO has been found to
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Figure 28: Time series of model calculated aerodynamic resistance (Ra), surface
resistance (Rs), and dry deposition velocity (Vd) at a rural site during November
1999, where ’Run 1’ and ’Run 2’ are model test runs by using landuse data from
different sources. In ’Run 1’, the rural site is categorized as crop forest mosaic, in
’Run 2’, it is categorized as forest. (See text for more detail).
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be at least 1 order of magnitude less than that of NO2. Therefore the deposition of
NO has been ignored in currently dry deposition scheme.
During this study we found that the dry deposition of NO2 calculated by Wesely’s
scheme [1989] is very small in late autumn and winter. In the calculation, NO2 is
assumed to be non-soluble and moderate reactive. As the stomatal uptake decrease
with season, the calculated dry deposition velocity of NO2 is only about 10% to 30%
to that of O3, because all other resistance component of NO2 are assumed to be much
larger than that of O3. We did a test run assuming Rs(NO2) =2/3Rs(O3) following
Ganzeveld et al. [1995]. Figure 29 illustrates the model simulated monthly NOy
concentration as compared with measurements. (The details about the measurements
will be talked in the following section).
In other model studies, different assumption applied: Rs(NO2) =Rs(O3) in GEOS-
CHEM [Wang et al., 1998], for example. Because of the large uncertainties involved
in NO2/NO surface flux measurements, it is not yet possible to empirically constrain
Rs (NOy).
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Figure 29: Monthly arithmetic mean and geometric mean of model calculated and
measureed NOy (ppb) concentration at a rural site in China. Solid line denotes
the measurement, dashed line is the model run with NO2 dry deposition velocity
calculated followed that by Ganzeveld et al., 1995, dot-dashed lines are model results
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